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A speech processor microcircuit, designed by us, that , eliminates splatter,
boosts power and recharges its own battery. A patented American invention made
in an American town .

CHECK OUT THE EXCLUSIVE

• CLIPS

ANYWHERE
• PROCESSES
SPEeCH WITH
COMPUTER CIRCUIT
• SOUNDSENSITIVE2

INCHES OR 2 FEET
• NOISE CANCELLING
• TWO MICS WITH
ONE SWITCH

• FRESH CHARGE WITH
NO BATTERIES

YOUR DOUBLE GUARANTEE

£32.50

Suggested
Retail
VAT included

CCOPYRIGHT AMERICAN ANTENNA

... Sold exclusively by

€~ CB Dealers around the world.
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Do we
de's erve more?
Are we likely to get more when we abuse what we've got?
"The main purpose of CB is to pro'
yide open channels of commun ication
f.or use where other methods are
either not suitable or available. To
make this possible the Government
has, in its infinite wisdom, allocated a
meagre 40 c hannels. This is a pitifully
small amount of airspace considering
the numbers expecting to use it and is
a situation worsened by the confined
physical area available within these
isl ands.
"These are facts that in our heart of
hearts we al l know but a few figures
will help to show why two of my personal 'pet hate s' do all breakers, including perpetrat ors, less than a
favour. " We all know there are 37
channels available (if you discount 9 ,
14 and 19) for communication . There
are 24 hours in every day and somewhere in the region of 250,000 licenced breakers , which means that
there is a total of 53,280 chan nel minutes to be shared by a quarter of a million. If my sums are right , this means
12 seconds each per day!
" Of cou rse, thi s is a statistic ca refully calculated to deceive, realistic
figures are better but not by much.
They are made better by the fact that
a well-installed legal rig will have a
range of about 10 miles or in other
words cover an area of 3 14 squa re
miles. This can be divided into the
total area of the UK, which is 93 ,000
square mile s and would see m to indicate that the mere 12 seco nd s ca n be
multiplied by a factor of 296 which
sound very much better.
" Now for the bad news. We also
have to co nsider that 60% o f ou r population lives within 10% of our area. A
few more sums are ca ll ed for. I won 't
bore you with these but they do show
that the 60% who live in the major
towns and ci ti es have 6 V2 minutes per
day each and the remaining 40% fare
somewhat better with abo ut one hour
each available.
"Wi th the many variables, w here
assumptions ha ve to be m ade these
figures are ve ry approximate but they
do show what we really ha ve and why
wastage of time and airspace is totally irre spon si bl e and very much to
the detriment of all C B users.
" What the figure s do show gives
weight to my argu ment th at the ve ry
lack of restric tion s placed upon us
obscures the need for sel f disci pline
on channel. I have sa'id that I have two
pet hate s, th e first being the 'One four
for a copy brigade'. You've all heard
them , 'One four for a copy' - 'Pick a
window ' - 'See you there ' - SUDDEN
CHANGE OF CHANNEL WITHOUT
FIRST LI STEN IN G TO SEE IF IT'S
CLEAR - 'Co py, copy, cra nk your

handle' - 'Give us a nine' - (BECAUSE
THEY DIDN'T LISTEN ON THE NEW
CHANNEL FIRST, THEY GET WALKED
OVER BY THE INCUMBENT TO THE
ANNOYANCE OF BOTH PARTIES) 'Roger, what rig are you pushing ?' 'What twig have you got ?, - 'What's
your 20?' - 'How many ca ndles are
yo u burning?' - USUALLY FOLLOWED BY A COMPLETE DRYING
UP OF THE COPY.
"W hat a waste of airspace and time!
It's rather like a person lifting their
phone, dialling the first number they
think of and expecting a meaningful
conversation . The second of my
'hates' are all members of the 'OX with
boots on mob'. These are a parti c ular
menace, quite apart from acting illegally. They, with co mplete disregard
for othe rs, strive to increase their
range . This they might do but only by
occupying more than th eir fair share
of that short commodity, airspace.
Worse than this, they prevent ot her
breakers from getting their share and
frequently cause severe interference
to othe r services. If they really want to
experiment they should take up 'ham '
radio, if they ca n pass the test l Definitely CB was n o t in tended for them .
" You w ill notice I have not said anyth ing o f 'wa llies ' o r 'bucket mouths'.
they are in a diff ere nt league but I
think I ha ve said enough to show that
if one of the above ca ps fit, you are not
as good a breaker as yo u may think.
" We all know we haven't got all w e
wa nt in terms of CB airspace but for
ce rta in su c h irres ponsible behaviour
detra c ts from any efforts to gain more.
I! could even lead to restrictions being
placed up o n the use of the band
which would be a disaster after all the
genuine efforts that have been made
in th e past to get what we h ave."
Broken Spring
The above le tter would normally be
printed in Readers Write but , after
reading it, it set me thinking about the
CB syste m that , fo r better or worse,
we 've got. Reall y, it 's a bit of a mess.
Two systems running in tandem , legal
requirements broken left, right and
centre, frequent misuse of channels
and a public increasin gly co nvin ce d
they are being ripped off by unscrupulous manufacturers and retailers.
Broken Spring makes a good point
in saying " the very lack of re stric tions
placed upon us obscures the need for
self disc ipline on c hannel". The vast
majority have CB for fun . Although
there are many soc ial uses for CB, it's
inescapable that enjoyment is the
main reason for its use and as suc h it
shou ldn 't have so many restrictions
that the fun element is lost. (Heaven
kn ows th e re a re e nough restrictions

in this society as it is). But because
there are few ope rating rest rictions it
places the onus for good and sens ible
behaviour on the breaker him/herself.
This shows misplaced trust in the
human race . For every person willing
to be reasonable there is at least
another one champing at the bit to be
unreasonable.
Th is ties up wi th my theory that the
Government, in not mak ing any com monsense regulations for CB, is
intending it to fail. It's up to CB'ers
themselves to make the system work,
espec ially as CB is a non-protected
radio service, i.e., the authorities will
not be taking steps to invest igate
interferen c e to CB or any associated
problems .
Thi s leads on to the ne xt point. As a
magazine, we have always suppo rted
the monitoring organisations, feeling
that they offer a genuine service and
help stop CB degenerating into a toy.
However, there have been disquieting
rum ou rs filtering through to us that
some units are less than qualified or
equipped . In supporting the monitoring services, we have always given
them plenty of editorial space but in
the near future we will be presenting
the opposite view from a group who
are strongly opposed to the current
emergency monitors and the use of
channel 9 . It isn't our in tention to
'k nock' for the sake of it but as emergen ci es c an literally be a matter of life
or death, we are concerned that the
system might not be operating as well
as it could .
Are you sitting th e re surrounded by
bits of broken rig? Are you desperate ly searching for a handbook for an
unusual rig? Do you need to know h ow
to wire up a power mik e for your set?
Wou ld you like to speak to someone
else who had to set up an antenna on
a balcony in a block of flat? Worry no
more! Write to CB Service, a new C B
Radio Magazine feature. CB Service
will be a free listing for short letters
and enquiries. We will publish the
problem and the writer's name and
address for other breakers to reply
and help. If it 's very basic or obvious,
we might answer it ourselves but on
the whole it 's intended for breakers to
help other breakers. Please keep you r
enquiries short and send them to CB
Service, CB Radio Magazine, Tudor
Works, Beaconsfield Road, Hayes,
Middx. U B4 OFL. As this is a new venture, please don 't expect to see your
letter immediately and please , please,
please rem embe r that it 's no good
writing in on 15 August and expecting
to read the lette r in the September
issue!
SS
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They're here! Mid land mabi le rigs
. .. America 's finest and naw Britain's
tao. The Midland " Precision Series"
sets a new standard for Cs. Few
competitors will be able to toke up the
challenge, because few have a
background that goes back 20 years.
Few are prepared to regard CB. as a force that's here to
stay. Too many are in for the quick killing, so they dan't
offer the kind of after-sales service that you need
when you're buying sophisticated
communications equipment.
Midland became the Big Name in
the States by being synonymous with
quality - in product and service.

You can appreciate something of that
quality iust by handling a Mid land rig.
Ask your CB. specialistto show you the
Mid land "Precision Series", or send the
coupon to us and we' ll get more
Iiterature to you.
Pictured is the Midland 4001 .
Features include: CB.lP.A. switch, numbered channel
selector as well as green digital display, Squelch
control, On/ Off volume control,
TX L.E.D., R.F. Gain, Low Pass/Filter
switch, M ike Gain, LO/ DX switch,
Channel Normal/ DIM switch, A.w. 1.
indicator, S/ R.F. meter, mounting
bracket and microphone included.

Drive America's lop rig
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r-----------------I To Dept.
Pluslronics Limited, Newcastle,
I

Staffs. ST5 OSW.

I A member o f the Photopia International Group of

VI

~ Companies which ensures 0 fostand efficient ofter soles service. "

I Please send me details of the Midland "Precision Series':

I
I Name - - - - - - - -I Address _ _ _ _ _ _ __

- - - - _ _ _ __
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A guide to 'SAFE' power supplies

With all the publicity of late being
given to the fact that there are some
potentially dangerous CB power sup plies on the British market, wethought it was about time we showed
you some of the power supplies that
can be used without risking life and
limb. We are not saying that these are
the only power supplies that exceed
British safety regul ations, merely a
small proportion of the many available.
As a guide to which units are safe
and which are not, the following points
should be considered.

4

1. The mains lead should be a three-

core colour-coded pvc flex and should
be terminated with a three-pin safety
plug.
2. If the casing is of metal construction, it must be earthed to preven"t it
becoming live in the event of impact
damage.
3. The transformer must be rate d at
240V, not 220V, as this will lead to
overheating and/ or possible fire.
4. The power output transistor must
be mounted on a sufficiently-sized
heat sink in order to dissipate heat
efficiently.

5. The casing must be sufficiently
ventilated to ensure cool running.

Brcml BRS 27
The Bremi BRS 27 is manufactured
in ItaJy to meet British safety standar.ds, It is rated at 13.8V, 3 amps and
is fully stabilized and limited. The
metal case is properly earthed using
the co'rreet three-core cable and the
top of the case is louvred to prevent
overheating. Its retail price is £12.00
and it is available at most CB dealers.
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PG Electronics, of Italy, market two
stabilized power supplies. The ASI4.4
is rated at 4 amps and has an output
voltage of 13.8V DC. The output terminals are situated on the front panel
for convenience as is the main on / off
switch. The much larger PS 15 12 has
variable voltage between 10 and 15
volts and has large moving coli type
volt 'and amp meters. Power capacity .
is rated at 12 amps continoous and '
LED indicators are provided to show
Input and output power. Very large
heat sinks are situated at the rear of
the unit to prevent overheating when
handling high power levels. A thermal
cut out is also provided to protect
against any possible overheating.

-

Selmar CB power supply
Most motorists will recognize this
trade name from Selmar's well-known
range of car battery chargers. The unit
is specifically designed for the UK
market and has the following features:
• 13.8V 3-amp rating .
• Double Insulation for optimum
safety.
• Noise filtration and suppression
fitted to guard against outside Interference.
• Carefully stabilized to ensure
smooth output.
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SMC 12-04-06
South Midlands Comm unications
Ltd., of Southampton, market a regulated power supply with the following
features:
• 4 amps conti nuous load capacity
(6 amp surge).
• 220/ 240V AC input.
• Primary circuit fused protection.
• 13.BV DC output.
The un it retails at £ 15.00 and is available from most retailers and SMC
branc hes at Grimsby, Stoke-cn-Trent,
Leeds, Chesterfield and Woodhall
Spa. One point worth mentioning with
this unit is that it mu st be isolated
from th e main s befo re the primary circuit fuse is in spected .

• ~~U!;ted
I
•
INPUT· MAIN

OUTPUT : 12
4 AMPS
PRIMI\RY
('1_ ..

...,th

POwer

Un~

2 - 04 - 06

\~~~SO/240V

A.C 50 /60 H

z,

NOMINAL
CONTIN UOUS 6
(1 3 8V DC)
CIRC UIT FUS
AMPS SURGE
Midlands C EO PROTECTION

'III1IUnleatlons Limited

SHF Electronics
Soon to be lau nched in the UK is a
ran ge of power sup.p li es made in It aly

by SHF El ectron ics. The pow er su ppl y
case has been co nstructed from a
toughened non-conductive material
by injection moulding. EiILe. .models are
avai lable with ra tin gs that range from
2 amps to 12 amps. All models are
fu lly stabilized and protected and
available in seve ral co lours.
The retail prices are : Slim 200 2-4
amp £11.90; Slim 250 2Y,-4 amp
£12.50; SIim350 3y,-4 amp £13.75;
Micro 5 5-7 amp £22.33 ; Micro 12 12
amp £49.95.

Mr. Whoosh Power House
Excl usive to LCL Imports, the Power
Hou se powe r suppl y is British made
by a reputable manufacturer. Th e unit
is fully protected and regulated and
confo rm s to BS 4435. High-quali ty

6

co mpone nt s have been used in its
manufacture and the unit is guaranteed for 12 months. Rat ed at 3 amps
co ntinu ous, the Power House is tam-

per proofed to preve nt elect ri c shock.
Th e reta il price is £ 13.95 and the uni t
is only ava il able from LC L Imports,
Dudl ey, West Midlands.
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5AMPSUAGE

The Power House

Exclusive to LCL. the Power House transformer is
British made by one of the most reputable
manufacturers in the country.
It conforms to British Standard BS 4435 incorporating the highest quality components and
proven design. And represents the best value on the
market.
Be safe, not sorry
Guaranteed for 12 months, the Power House is
tamper-prooftoo. And is available in two power ranges:
3-5 amps and 5-7 amps, making it the first choice for
any CB set.
LCL also have an extensive range of compatible
equipment throughout the full range of CB. (
For all you r needs contact your LCL
~
stockist where service and satisfaction is
guaranteed.

NEW

Mr. Whoosh SUPER MAG.
Magnetic mount with '/, "
stud.
MORE MR. WHOOSH PRODUCTS
TO FOLLOW.
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME.

IMPORTS LIMITED

LCL Imports Ltd., Enterprise Trading Estate, Pedmore Road, Dudley, west Midlands. Tel: 0384 262141.Telex: 4191436.
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Dear Sirs,
Firstly, as a professional electrical
engineer, let me co ngratulate you on
a well produced and informative publication. I am particularly Impressed by
your attempts at an objective assessment of the various transceivers on
the market.
However, I have one or two observations to make. There appear to be several magazines publishing performance tests on rigs and it Is definitely
confusing when one tries to compare
results. It is evident from the three
publications I have studied that test
methods and presentation of results
vary with a consequent va riation in
the conclusions drawn. Also, of
course, one may have si mple vari ations in performance within a particular batch of rigs. It would be interesting to know how wide this variation
is if it exists.
Rig te sts, of course, are very valuable but they only tell half the story
and a series of 'twig tests' ought to be
carried out to sort out the various
merits of the multitude of different
twigs being advertised. The K40 is a
case in point. How can we prove they
are as good as they say they are without ca rrying out a series of con trolled
field strength tests.
I am very we ll aware that there are a
vast number of variations possible
when one takes into account size of
vehic le, base station or mobile, position of antenna on car, position of
antenna at ba se, SWR, etc. But a number of straightforward tests could be
carried out to sort out the differences
(if any) and to assess the relative
importance of mounting features, etc.
Yours faithfully,
D. J. Hamilton
Pinner, Middx.
Rig tests are a bo ne of contention In themselves!
Obviously we can't test al/ the parameters as it
woutd be unnecessary and prohibitively expensi ve
but we test the ones we think are mos/lmporlant 10
the user. There are bound /0 be variations in results
from magazine 10 magazine as testing conditions
and, as you point oUI. batches differ. We always try
10 leSI production sets, nol pre' production or prototype sels.
Antennas afe extremely difficult to lest obJec·
tively because of th e facl ors you menl/on but, as
you can see, th is month we feature an antenna
review by F. C. Judd. His approach Is the fairest we
have me t.

Dear CPD,
Reading your story about 46MHz
certainly gave me, if no one else, a
sensation of 'I' ve been there! '.
For it is now pa st history that NATCOLC IBAR was initially very strongly
recommending us~ of channel 1 of
band 1 for CB after early close down
of the very few 405-line TV transmitters using that channel for the sake of
the few tens or hundreds of viewers
still using 405-only, London-only, sets.
We predicted then, as you report
now, that frequencies in this region
wou ld be excellent for true CB use -

8

but Government delay allowed the
issue to be submerged under the
louder demand for 27MHz which now
must remain the basic CB band
because of its worldwide universality.
That band is now more than uncomfortably cluttered and 46MHz would,
indeed, be fine for additional chan:
nels unaffected by skip.
Yours sincerely,
Ian Leslie
Chairman, NATCOLCIBAR
Vice-President,
European CB Federation
Dear Sirs,
Firstly, congratulations on yet another
excellent edition of your magazine.
I've tried them all and I settled on
yours as the only one for me. You are
the best and after two years, I, as one
of your most loyal fans, have decided
to write to you and break in between
Sam (Radio Eng land 404) and Andy
from Salisbury, June 1982 Readers
Write.
Andy, if you think that Sam is behind
the times, read what I have to say and
then decide who is obsolete. 1 will go
to my grave shouting for any mode
and also demanding 26-28M Hz, both
channe lise d and unchannelised. Furthermore, I want NO aerial restric tions , NO power restrictions, in other
words, NO restrictions at all and this is
on ly for starters. We want band allocation at meetings where we are represented, so we can have a fair bite at
the spectrum and let US organise it.
I have more than 140 chan nels, all
modes, no restrictions on antenna
. and, above all, no licence fee, yet Andy
reckons that 40 c hannels of open
channel, which I prefer to call it, is
enough. In a pig's eye it is.
As for FM being technically superior, who says so? Admittedly it is
technically simpler but superior is not
the word to use when talking about
27 MHz FM . I wou ld also add that even
when used wit h an illegal antenna th e
performance leaves a lot to be desired. I will put my 112 watt of AM against
4 watts of FM at any time, anywhere. I
would now like to co mment on Andy's
points:
1. AM Is dead

I think that Andy's rig is dead or
Andy is deaf, after listening to so
much noise on the FM band. If my rig
made that much noise on AM, I would
find out what was wrong with it. As for
SSB being dead, I suggest that you try
it. I am sure that any illegal wally in
your area will let you try his/ her rig .
Remember, big rigs are also beautiful.
Who says that the European standard
will be FM ? Switch an AM rig on, Andy
and you will find that Europe is using
200 cha nn els AM, FM, SSB, TV, CW
and RITY as its own unofficial, as yet
standard, on 26-28M Hz.

2. AM causes more Interference

This is rubbish . Operators cause
interference and then mostly because
affected equipment is slung together
to meet a price and not a standard.
You may say "How do I know?". Well, I
am a technician in the TV trade. I fix
them, I have to cure interference and I
ca n say that 90% of the interference
can be cured at th e site of the
affected equipment and very little has
to be done to rigs being used prop~
erly. I must agree with Andy that burners are a pain in the earhole. So are
Roger Bleeps. So are power mi kes,
modern rig s do not need them, I
repeat , do not need them.
3. Only sIx miles on AM

Andy, I suggest plugging the
antenna in or getting out of the mineshaft. Congratulations are due on getting 20-mile copies on FM. however. I
either have to be on a hilltop or put
headphones on and call for DX to do
that on FM. Andy must know something that I don't to get 20 miles on
FM. Andy may be in teres ted to read
my log book which contains some fantastic copies, e.g., 2 watts AM to New
York on my first day, over two years
ago, using a beam. The mobile copies
have given th e most satisfaction; 50
miles on 1/ 10 watt, 800 miles on V2
watt and regular Stateside on 5 watts.
All AM and all mobile.
4. Paying for filters

Filtering should be done by TV and
·audio equipment manufacturers. They
must not cont inue to sling their equipment together but should design it
properly. This year's TV's for the UK
market still have no filtering against
anything, be it CB or Rufnek breaking
wind in a nearby brown boltle shop.
Yes, you did hear me correctly, no filtering. Unbelievable, isn't it? I had th e
good fortune last year to spend three
weeks in Houston, Texas. I got hold of
an AM CB and operated it on to.P of
the TV and the stereo and got no interference at all. If America has cracked
TVI then so ca n the UK. Before anyone comments, US TV and videos cost
two-third s of what ours do and wages
are higher. The other services that are
on 27MHz should not have been there
in the first place. I wonder if the turkey that put them there in the first
place is a full shilling.
5. The superior system

Lucky Andy does not have a sup- '
erior system but it looks as though he
has the definite advantage of superior operations, of which there are
not enough on AM, though SSB has
the best operators of all. Any system,
be it FM, AM or anything, has its fair
share of idiots, as I am su re that licenced radio hams would agree with
continued . ..
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FANTASTIC PRICE REDUCTION
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• Ihie\'cs C:lII'1 tell you've ~Ol CB 10
steal
· sa\'e Ihe expense and dama~e of
fining all extra aerial
· incorporates lo·pass filter
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Name'._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

C--- --- ----

Addre», _ _ _ _ _

L_

morginplon
FM MOIILl TRAHSC£IVERS

PT 40 ... ... . . . . .. .... ....
MSlCcom 21 E ........
Maxcom 4E .,......
Maxcom 6E........
. ....
Commtron CB40F .. .

£34.95
£45.00
£45.00
£55.00
£:47.95

Falcon ...............

£:58.95

Harvard Good Boddy
£55.00
£:69.00
Harvard 400 M ....
DNT M 40 FM ................ C59.95 1
Midland 2001. ..... ......... • C69.95
Midland 3001 .........
C82.50
Midland 4001 ...
C95.oo
Grandstand Hawk . ... ....... C7 5.00
Grandstand Bluebird .. ....
£:83.50
Grandstand Gemini ........... £:120.00
£:79.00
RoteI230............
Ro teI240 ..................... £69.95
Atron (similar t o Gemini)..... C79.95

RIGH.T ON .PRICE.
RIGHT ON SERVICE.
RIGHT ON DELIVERY.

Harvard 40 chor ..•.•...•. , ...
Shira 2 chnl (14·19) ......
ONT HF 12/3 c hn !. ...........
DNT HF 13/ 40 chor .......•..
Si rtel 6 ch nr 4 wall ... ...... .

£59.95
£21.50
C39.95
C86.50
£49.00

Echo Box ... ... , ..... , .. . .. .
£31':'OCi, television ." •..... , .. " ••• ". C49.00
Echo Mike ....... . ... ... .... C27 .0~ Maxcom Cordless
Telephone ................ .
3·5 amp power pack
Universal Nlc/Cad Battery
(convened mobile 10 home basa) £9.9
Charger ...................... .
£:9.95
5·7 amp power pack

Cobra re ady rescue ....... .

£79.00

(convened mobile 10 home base) £:13.95

AHTtN~S

Bullwhip
. ..
K40 ..........................
K40 mag base ..............
y, Breed ...•..•.••.•• ,....
Dlal-A' Match 481n •.... ......
Mag mount for Y, Breed/
Dlal·A-Match .. ... ...•..
Boot mount for 'h Breed/
Dlal·A·Match ......
SUverSlar hom e base antenna
(Fully legal, a super twig).....

E~~a::~f;\~;~~ :::: ~g;gg ~:::~::::'e: .h~~~b."
~~en~~!~~~t:a.~~ .~~~~~~~ ..... C229.95 ~~14~0~~~'I:A:M~i~h'
D,NT B 40 ..................... £100.00
• ron
(Similar to Grandstand) ...•... £199.00
HAND-HELD FM TltAHSCEIVtItS

_
_
AHo .._
7 d iY,
(o r _
deliYery:.......lI

£:15.95
C27.50
Cl0.50
Cl' .50
C14.95
£:9.95
£:8.80
£17.95

Hm
C 10.95

co
B,.mJ.'mma g base ........
«4' •2 .'00
°0
............... .
Skye Rider.............
£9.95
Full range of mounts available

25 watt ampllfler
{boosts your outgoing signal)...
50 watt amplifier
(boost s your outgoing signal) ....
80 watt ampUfler ...
160 wall ampfilier ..
SWR meters. from .. ..........
Patch leads... . ..•.. ........ . .
Ham 4200 base mike .....
Sirtel601A base mike ....... ,
Sirtel 610A base mike ....... .
~a black & whrt~r1abJe

C22.95

C54.00
£:89.00
EVERY ITEM SOLD BY US IS
C91 .00
FULLY GUARANTEED
C4.95 1 If not comple tely satisfied, return to us
£1 ,00 1 In original condition l or exchange or
£:29.00, refund l
C22.50I All goods are despatched to you,
C28.OO FULLY INSURED, by the fastest avail·
. . . able means.

;PL:::::y::::=::~::~8 1
I"
................ .

I

.
.

.... _.. . .......... ... .........

Harvard 2 c hnl ( 14/30) :'.:.""

POS"CARRIAGE r

C19.50 ACClSSORlES •
.
•• J ACCESSIV/SA CARD No ... "..
CAJUtlAGE CHARGES: Small acc essones £1 .00;
, Mobile rigs & twigs £2.00; Home base twigs C3.00;
I Home base rig s C5.00; (next day Securlcor C9.50). NAME ..... . ........... .........
Orders over C350 c arriaQe free.

__

_

FULL RANG E OF SHARP, NATIONAL PANASONIC .. JVC
VIDEO AVAILABLE.

I ADDRESS

I,

....................... .

•. , ..• ,., •. ,., .. ,
......... .....

. ........... ..

•

I

1
I

~~'o~!~~p~~~,
~!.!1!ILt~Pu1 •.........
: ...................... ::::::::.:: .... •
Tel: (0539:) 456464 Tlx: 557938
[I
Cheque/PO value £ .•.......•....•. " ... Payable to Ma rginp/an LtdJ
enclose

24 HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE
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me. They have had them for years.
Andy mentions. attenuation. This is an
ally and a blessing. Attenuated AM is
as good in my area as full-power FM at
most times, although I sympathise
with Andy on the rubbish that passes
as a legal antenna. As for catching up
with the times, does Andy's legal system have facilities for the following: 1.
Duplex TX/ RX? 2. TV (not slow scan
rubbish but fast scan, honest to goodness video)? 3. Repeater systems? 4.
Transversio n to VHF?
As a direct question to Andy: Q. Why
no burners on SSB on FCC A channels? A. They are used as distress
channels on the Continent, just like
channel 9. O. How much is a CB licence in Norway and how many types
of licences are there in Norway? A.
There are three types of licence. Basic
licence costs £45 for nine channels
out of 23 determined by the licence
conditions.
Around here, FM is dying of stagnation but AM is alive and kicking hard. I
wi ll cut you loose with a cha llenge to
Andy. I will use 'h watt of AM or SSB
and run rings around you. My OSL will
have foreign stamps on it, Andy's will
not. I will cream him, no sweat.
Yours Sincerely,
K. Bradford
Ellesmere Port, South Wirral
Dear Sir,
I would like to reply to the letter
from Friendly Bear on the matter of
THAMES Monitoring and the uniforms
worn by the Monitors.
Firstly, the uniform. This uniform
was chosen and designed by CCI
(Central Control). It was sent away to
the Home Office for approval and was
passed, so I am afraid, good buddy,
there is nothing you can do about it.
The uniform , badges, etc. are paid for
by the Monitors and no profit is made
on any of these items. The service itself is given freely by breakers who
care.
With regards to calling for REACT
(UK) instead of THAMES then that is
for you to choose but I am sure if your
life depended on it, you would not
care which one turned up to assist
you .
.If, however, you do need help one
day and you callout and it happens to
be me who turns up, I can assure you I
will be in my uniform so you wi ll have
to try and nick me as I can assure yo u I
do not try to impersonate the boys In
blue because I have a lot of friends
who do your job and I would like to
assure you now that I would not like
your job for all the tea in China.
If however, you wish to help without
getting too involved, con tact your
nearest THAMES or REACT (UK) controller and help us get rid of the wallies who plague channel 9 or the
bucket mouths who hurl abuse at the
lady breakers.
Yours,
LB 3505
SW London
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Dear Sir,
I wou ld like to ask if you would be
kind enough to publish this letter of
thanks to all of those breakers who
gave their support to the National
Foster Care Association's CB Care
Convoy.
Thank you does not seem to be sufficient in expressing the gratitude that
the National Foster Care Association
wishes to make known to the many
thousands of breakers who supported
our very special project, the CB Care
Convoy.
The project was the most ambitious
attempt we at National Foster Care
Association have ever undertaken.
The idea was conceived in December
1981 but did not really get under way
until late February 1982. The basic
aim was to secure the support of British breakers in an effort to increase
public awareness of the need for more
foster parents for the more than
110,000 Children in care in the UK
and to ask if those same breakers
wou ld help us reach our target of
£100,000.
During National Foster Care Week,
15-22 May, 12 speCially-decorated
ca rs, supplied by Ford dealers. toured
the country on different routes. The
vo lunteer teams of drivers. all breakers, visited com munities from Aberdeen to Penzance. During the project,
they met with CB clubs, foster parents, civic dignitories and the press.
Their message was simpl y that there
is a great need for more families willing to acce pt a child into their home.
Th ey also cal led for breakers to donate 50p or £1 to NFCA in order that it
may continue its work on behalf of
children in care.
We know that the project has
started to show signs of success
because we are now getting reports
from as far afield as Bodmin and Newcastle-upon-Tyne that there have
been many enquiries by families who
have deci ded that they would like to
foster a child.
The project has initiated response
from many clubs who wish to continue the work started. Already c lubs
in the Cumbria, Northumberland,
Yorkshire and Lancashire areas are
making plans for next year.
~uite apart from the tremendous
work done on our behalf, it was often
stated that the CB Care Convoy has
brought many different CB clubs
together. The overall response from
all who took part was Uit was fantastic", "we're ready to leave tomorrow
and start again",
At this time, I wou ld like to thank
again all those breakers who gave
their support. To those who would like
to lend their support - individuals or
clubs - please send your donation to:
CB Care Convoy. National Foster Care
Association, Francis House, Francis
Street, London SW1 P 1 DE.
Tom Dykes
Special Appeal Project

Dear Sir,
Referring to the article The Sun,
News Review, CB Radio Magazine
June 1982.
How can anybody be so irresponsible as this so-called CB'er? She gets
caught by British Teleco m transmitting illegally, is fined and immediately
goes back on the air boasting about
being caught and says she will carry
on transmitting until they confiscate
her rig . These sort of people give CB
operators a bad name.
For a long time there was a cry for
the Government to bring in legal CB.
This has been done, albei t FM not AM.
However, we got our CB.
I have no pity for people who get
caught transmitting on AM or SSB.
They spoil the communication between
licenced CB operators for whom they
apparently have no respect because
all AM breakers in the Pontypool district seem to do is to demonstrate
their expertise in the use of abusive
and obscene lang uage.
OK, I was an AM breaker pre-November 1981 but we were given legal
CB and I went out and bought a licence and a legal set - so why can't
others?
I hope that if anyone gets caught
transmitting illegally they are fined
very heavily and their equipment confiscated .
Just remember, CB'ers up and down
the country fought for a legal CB frequency. We got it and now the intelligent breakers use it. So, breakers on
AM, join the FM group, discard your
illegal AM sets and co mmun icate
without fear of causing a nuisance to
others and without fear of a heavy fine
and confiscation.
Worcester Sauce(Trevor)
Pontypool, Gwent
Dear Sir,
After reading the letter from Pirate
in your June issue, I feel I must put
pen to paper.
1. AM is not dead and as for no frequency being named, I suggest Pirate
writes to Timothy Raison as I have and
carefully reads Mr. Raison 's reply
whIch does state frequencies starting
at 26.965 MHz.
2. IF used correctly FM does cause
less Interference. However. not many
legal breakers use it correctly, what
with large dipoles and Sigma IV's and
burners, etc.
3. Pirate obviously has only used a
straight 40 rig, on 'high band' AM it
was also possible t o copy long distances, e.g., 20 miles.
So, I suggest that Pirate should
engage in a little EYBBOYM himself.
Yours, a breaker of two years
standing and founder of the Uniform
Bravo OX Group.
Music Man (U B 05)
Uttoxeter, Staffs.
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.B arracuda HB 940
The Barracuda HB 940 is made in
Japan for Halfords and it is only available from their own stores. Often seen
being used by a butch guy in a yellow
vest by the name of Big Hal, the Barracuda HB 940 is only one of many sets
available under this brand name.
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Microphone
The microphone supplied with the
Barracuda is of a nice, oblong shape
and very comfortable to hold. For connection to the rig it uses a five-pin din
plug instead of the better screw-ring,
lockable, four-pin plug. It was found
that the plug often came adrift while
driving around.

Construction
The construction is of the standard
two-piece (top and bottom) cover like
most rigs. It is finished in a hardwearing, black crackle stove enamel
finish and was found to have a high
resistance to scratching and chipping.
The front panel is made of a moulded
black plastic with white silk-screen
lettering. The controls are made of
black moulded plastic but were found
to be rather close together if the operator has large fi ngers. Also on the
front panel is the signal strength-RF
power meter which is illuminated but
was found to be difficult to read while
driving at night. The other controls on
the front panel consist of a mic gain
for decreasing the sensitivity of the
microphone amplifier, RF gain control
for reducing the sensitivity of the receiver, which will reduce desense and
skip, an on-of volume control, squelch
control, TX (orange) lamp, RX (green)
lamp and standard seven-segment
channel display. Also on the front
panel are a row of switches which
function as follows : a three -position
(high-mid-Iow) tone control switch for
receive audio, a two-position CB PA
switch,a two-position switch for dimming the display, a two-position
priority switch and a three-position
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delta tune -switch (clarifier).
Unfortunately, the only switch not
found on the front panel is the 10dB
attenuator switch which was found on
the back of the set.

Transmitter test
As usual, the standard equipment
used for the transmitter test was:
Racal 9081 and 9082 sig nal generators
Marconi TF 42F distortion meter
Marconi TF 340 audio power meter
Racal 9916 frequency meter
Racal 9101 and Bird 43 power
meters
Racal 9009 modulation meter
Levell TG 1500 audio generator
Solartron AS 1412 power supply.
Power output

This test is to check that the power
output of the rig conforms to Home
Office specification MPT 1320 and
will also give the user of the set sufficient output power for normal use,
over ' reasonable change in power
supply volts in both the low and high
power settings.
Powcr Output and Attcnuatlon
Atten.

HIgh
Low

10 .8'1
1.9W
0.09W

13.i't
3.2W
0.16W

14.5'1

3.9W
0.35W

The low and high power results
compare favourably with most rigs
tested. The only criticism is that the
low power could be higher but the difference between the result of .35
watts and the allowed .4 watts would
probably not be very noticeable.
Temperature stability

This test is done to check that the
rig stays on the correct frequency for
a reasonable change in environment
temperature (48' F-68 ' F).
Temperature stability
041
27.60127
27.60100
27.60125

Should be

0440
27.99 128
27.99100
27.99 125

It can be seen from the results of
this test that the set drifted very little
(250 cIs maximum) which is a good
result.
Modulation

These checks are done to test the
ability of the set's modulation circuit
to give good modulation over a range.
of different input levels and frequency.
Modulation
Input

...
"
0.5mV
1.0mV
2.0mV
50mV
200mV

5OOH,

0.49KHz
0.70KHz
0.73KHz
0.75KHz
0.85KHz

Input Frequency
11i5Hl:
IUOOHl:

1.28KHz
1.32KHz
1.35KHz
1.40KHz
1.50KHz

0.55 KHz
0.56KHz
0.57KHz
O.59KHz
0.60KHz
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From the results in the table, we can
see the frequency response is good
but the modulation level at maximum
(200 m/V) is 30% below the allowed
level thus resulting in low modulation.

measured at 32dB. This reading is
slig"-tly beTow average but you would
not be able to tell any difference without using test equlpmenl<

Receiver test

This checks the set's ability to reject
interference from a strong station
either one channel higher or lower
than the set is tuned to. The resu lt of
246 microvolts for 3dB degradation Is
an above-average result of rigs tests
so far.

Audio output

To do this test, the loudspeaker Is
replaced by a Marconi TF 340 audio
power meter with a Marconi 42F audio
distortion meter.
Mc.. ure:d Distortion
1.50 watts
2.47 walls
3.60 watts (max)

2.1% distortion
10% distortron
23% dlstorllon

The results of this test are almost
the same as the results taken from
most of the rigs we have tested.
Squelch level

The usable range of the squelch
was found to be 0.12 microvolts
threshold and 19 microvolts fully
muted. It was found that in a built-up
area, slight difficulty was experienced
in cutting out noise from other stations and noise on channel. This problem would probably not occur in lessdensely populated areas.

Adjacent channel ·reJectlon

Summary
This is quite a nice set, well up to the
standard of most sets in the higher
price range. Its construction and
packaging are of a good quality. A few
items worth considering are the fact
that the five-pin mic plug may cause a
few problems by coming loose but on
the plus side is the fact that this rig is
based on the Cybernet chassis, which
has been well proven on the CB
market.

Specifications
GeneraJ.
Channels: 40, digital PLL synthesised.
Frequency range: See page 10.
Operating temperature ranJf:: - 5 degree C
to +45 degree C
Power soutee: 10.8 to 15.6 v DC
reversible ground (13 .2 V nominal)
Current drain: ( I ) Transmit. 1.5 A nOminal,
(2) Receive. 1.2 A nominal.
Dimensions:
Width. 181 mm
Height . 64 nun
Depth. 198 mm
Transmitfer.
Emission : 6F3 (FM)
RF power output : 4 W
Frequency tolerance: < t l .5 kHz
RF power attenuator: > 10 dB (switchable)
Frequency rcsponK: 500 10 2,500 Hz +4/- 12 dB
Frequency deviation: > t l .5 kHz
@ 1,250 Hzaudio
Adjacent channel power: < 10microwatt
Spuriou. emts.slon: (I) < SOnW within
the foUowing frequ ency bands 80 MHz - 85 MHz
87 .5 MHz - 118 MHz
1)5 MHz - 136 MHz
174 MHz - 230 MHz
470 MHz - 862 MHz
(2) < 0.25 microwatt at any other
frequency.

Recelvcr Hnslttvlty

This test Is done to check the abili ty
of the set to receive weak signals.
Senlltlvlty
10dB QuIeting
20dB QuIeting
30dB Quieting

Q:16uV
0.51uV
1.60uV

The results of the test show that this
set Is among the more sensitive sets.
AM rejection

~

Receiver.
Convenion system : Dua.l conversion
superheterodyne
IF : ·10.7 MHz 1st and 455 kHz 2nd
Channel display : DIgital 7 segment LED's
Audio output power: > 1.5W into 8 ohm
Sensitivity : < 1 mlcrovolt @20 dBNQ
Adjacent channel rejection: > 50 dB
Spurious emission : < 20 nW
Squelch sensitivity : 1 to 10 microvolt

£+;;f:

The AM rejection for this set was
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DIY radio
Once again, I have copped out! Not
through laziness, although that's
usually a good enough reason tor me
but because others can give a more
accurate picture of the free radio
scene than an outsider. Last month,
Magic Sam gave his pers onal reasons
for getting involved - this month, Andy
takes this a stage further and explains
the equipment needed and difficulties
experienced in actually setting up.
Andy also sent me 'How To Play Pir~
ate Radio' which is reproduced in this
article. Although tongue in cheek,
many old-time CS 'ers will read it with
nostalgia as they remember close
shaves with the O'Mofis. As a board
game, it CQuld sell as well as Monopoly!
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How do you do it? What do you
need? Where can you get it? To the
average person, the setting up of a
radio station seems a daunting task.
In fact, there is very little to it and anybody wondering how it is done could
do worse than follow these guidelines.
The most important part of a station
is, of course, the transmitter. This can
be anything from a tiny built-in-fiveseconds job that reaches to the end of
the road up to a wardrobe-sized twokilowatt monster lovingly built over a
number of months. Some stations - if
they are lucky enough to have the
know-how - build and maintain their
own transmitters, while others buy
theirs from one of the specialist 'builders'. Once you have made the momentous decision to start a station, you
then have the problem of which frequency to use. Since the mid-70's a
large number of new stations have
appeared on FM, usually between
Radio 2 and Radio 4, because of the
advantages that this mode offers: possibility of stereo broadcasts, greater
range for the same power, better
quality, more compact equipment.
There are, of course, some disadvantages: transmitt(;lrs fire more complicated than those used for AM and
must be properly tuned up if
unwanted signals (known as sprogs)
are to be avoided, studio equipment
must be fairly good quality to get the
best from the signal and the transmis "
sion site must be quite high up to
cover a larger area, especially if you
are running a low power. Medium and
short wave stations are still plentiful,
especially in and around the Midlands
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valve rigs despite the transistorised
technology that has appeared elsewhere in free radio. For the beginner
to free radio, medium wave is recommended: the valve transmitters used
are easier to tune up, sprogs are less
of a problem and rarely appear where
they can do some harm and SWR is no
problem at all since a valve will run
quite happily into anything resembling an aerial without any ill effects.
OK, that's the theory but getting hold
of the equipment is more difficult. If
you are unable to build your own
transmitter, you will have to buy it from
somebody who can and, in a business
where everyone knows everyone else,
people tend to regard outsiders with
suspicion.
Having obtained the transmitter, the
next stage is to construct a studio. A
passable broadcast studio can be
built for under £ 150, although most
stations spend a bit more than this for
obvious reasons! The heart of the
studio is the mixer, usually a commercial disco mixer bought from a disco
supplier or one of the electronics
shops that sell such equipment. A
good microphone is a must if you want
your voice to be on a par with the
music you play and you can expect to
fork out about £15 to £30 for a quality
one. Apart from talking, you find that
people tend to listen to a station for its

Top: A valve transmitter.
Middle: Castle Radio's studio set-up and Oelow:
their fT'ansmiftlng aerial.

1
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music and fo r ttfis you use a couple of
record decks and maybe a cassette
deck for tapes/ jingles/ something to
liven up the show. As far as record
decks go, they should start fairly
quickly since few OJ's wa nt to have to
walt an hour or two while the turntable
gets up steam l The most popular
decks are the BSR series and the
Garrard SP25 series (the latter not
made anymore) and If you don't want
to spend £30 on a deck and haven't a
hi-fi to canniballse th en a look around
jumble sales and second-hand shops
is recommen ded since you can usually pick up a good deck quite chea ply,
the only extra probably bei ng a new
cartridge. It. you are taking the safer
option of broadcasting taped programmes instead of plugging the
mi xer straig ht into the .rig then yo u
require a tape recorder. This may be
an ordinary cassette deck or reel -toreel depending on how kee n you are
or how much yo u can afford and,
again, the hi-fi comes in useful.
Once you have sorted out the technical detailS and are ready to start,
you have the problem of what to
broad cast. Most OJ's tend to sti ck to
the kind of music that they know best
and getting people with different
tastes can lead to a varied and creative format. As it Is, most of the OJ's o n
your average pirate do it as a bit of an
ego trip. You have to tell the average
person that what he is about to say
will be heard by umpteen·thousand
listeners an d he will usually clam up
and go weak at th e knees. Mahy, how·
ever, once th ey have recovered from
the first few broadcasts, lose the eg o
side of it and just feel an immense satIsfaction at doing something that t hey
regard as bringing pleasure to so
many people. Remember to think first
before going on. There is nothing
worse than a 16-year-old schoolboy
ego tripper who sound s like one too.
So you 've got a transmitter, built a
studio and recorded a programme.
The final step is to get a tra nsmission
si te and broadcast. For FM this site
may well be a convenient tower block,
hill or house. Medium and short wave,
needi ng larger aerials, often use field
sites. Yo u arrive at the location, erect
the aerial, check th e SWR (a bad SWR
can detune an FM rig) and plug every·
thing in. About 10 minutes before the
start of the broad cast the rig Is
switched on to give it time to warm up
and allow any problems to come to
light. Finally, the tape Is started and
you are on the air!
Well, that is how you start a radio
station. Anybody interested in further
details should contact Free Th e Air·
waves at 2 Warwi ck Crescent, l ondon, W2 . There are tim es when I wonder why I - and many others - do not
stop and give some sort of coherent
thought about what we are dOing,
since from an outsider's point of view
the whole scene must look absolut ely
crazy but then yo u have to be mad to
do it in the first placel Fr~e The
Airwaves must point out that it Is illegal to operate a rad io transmitter without a licence and th at it is our every
intention to encourage such practisesl
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Rodlo Krypton's studio set-up. Krypton tronsmlt on short wove and use 0 wire antenna er~ed on their

field stre.

How to play Pirate Radio

Equipment supplied

First group: Transmitter, Aerial, Tape Re corder, Runn ing Sh oes.
Second group: Rad io, Writing Material.
Th ird Group: Detector Van s (ye llow with budg ie motif), Search Warrant s,
The law, considerable Manpower.
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RECHARGEABLE
BATTERIES
AND CHARGERS
PRIVATE & TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
Full range available, PeRcell, HP7 (AA size) £ 1.00. HPII (C size)
£2.90. HP2 (0 size) £3.80. 9 volt PP3 £5.30. Ma ny more and
chargers. S.A .E. for full lists.

EXAMPLE High powe r (0.5 Ah) rech argea bl e pencell (AA
sh:e) syste m and ch arger. Super power pe rformance.

* Negligible
volts drop
load
500 duty cycles
** chOver
Can not overcharge (our
arger)

Of'

***

Recharge overnig ht
Can no t leak
Running cost a.lp pe r
recharge
Mains charger shown . Sl ngfe flying lead output with pressst uds. Automatic voltage adjust me n t fo r a ny number of cells
between 4 a nd 12 inclusive. P ress studs m atch holders. 4, 6, 8
and 12 cell holders show n . C h arge r £7.13. 4 holder 58p. 6 holder
58p. 8 ho lder £ 1.47. 12 holder £2.93. Pencells £1.00 each . All
prices include VAT. S.A.E. (or full lists.
Se nd S.A.E. + l1.45 (or booklet, "Nicke l Cadmium Power".

MAIL ORDER (Add 10% Post & Package) to, Opt . C.B.,
SANDWELL PLANT LTD, 2 Union Ddve,
Boldm e re, Sutton Cold field. West Midlands 873 5TE. Tel: 021
3549764.
After hours 0977 84093

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••
•
••
100% CB ••
••
••
•
•• SPECIALISTS
For expert and sound advice
•
••
••
• Vast range of legal FM sets in stock.
•
•

•
••
••
•
•
••
••
•

Plus full range of CB accessories •
Fitting service
•

37 Station Rd. Rickmansworth
Hertfordshire
Tel: RICKMANSWORTH 70634

OPEN SEVEN DA YS
8.3hm·'.OO pm Mon.·Sat., 10.00 am·4. 00 pm Sun .

•
••
•
••
•
••
•
••

: We Know how toturnYou On I :
••••••••••••••••••••
•

ItI C....410.

•

THE POWER PUNCHER
HIGH PERFORMANCE, LEGAL
BASE STATION ANTENNA
VSWR : Better than 1.5: 1
Power Rating: 150W RMS
Radiation Pattern: Omni directional, low angle
Mounting: Universal, pole or loft bracket
Connection : SO 239 femal e socket
UK made in high quality we ld ed
bright aluminium tubing
Centre fed V,-wave dipole also avai lable £14.99

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURERS
. Power Punchers

Please supply ..
Name ................ .
Address ...... .

.

I enclose cheque/PO value. .. .
.. ......... ........ ......... .
payable to Allra Manufacturing Co. or de bit my Acce ssNisa Card No.

ALFRA
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
34a Harwell Street, Plymouth, Devon PL1 SBN
Tel: Plymouth (0752, 25946 or 267495
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Ever broken down at midnight out in the wi lds and needed more positive help than a nearly·empty tool box and an out·of -date
membership to the AA? Hopefully there's no problem if you have CB but not everyone wants CB in the usual sense of having
one installed in a car. However, whether or not someone sees themse lf as a 'CB type' they could find themselves in need of an
emergency communication system. Recently appearing on the market is a range of emergency or SOS units from several of the
major manufacturers designed to be put under a car seat, in a boot or swapped from car to car. Ideal as an admittedly expensive present for the motorist, they could also be used by the more active breaker for camping, boating, wa lking and climbing.

Realistic TRC 1004
The Realistic ~mergency Mobile
Unit packs neatly into a carrying case
which will fit under a car seat as well
as in the boot. Similar in appearance
to some of the other units available, it
also operates from a 12V DC power
supply and can be installed in a car via
a cigarette lighter socket. Other fea·
tures are:
40 channels
Mag mount telescopic antenna
Squelch
BullHn automatic modulation
contro l
BuilHn automatic noise-limiting
circuit
External antenna jack
RF output power switch
and, of course, the TRC 1004 has the
usual channel select, channel display,
on/off volume and an 'on air' light.
Recommended retail price £79.95
and available from Tandy branches
throughout the country.

**
*
*

*

**
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Maxcom 7E

/I

Th e M axcom will use either bat·
teri es, a powe r s u ppl y or t he c ar battery through t he s upplied c igarette
lighter adaptor and has a very low current drain - im po rtant in an emerge ncy. Th e 7 E has 40 c hannel s, w ith
c hann el 9 ce ntrall y p os iti oned and
c le arl y marke d and has a f ull 4 watts
output.
Th e handset has a t elesco p ic aerial
which can also be used in a mag
moun t, a separate ca rryin g case an d
strap and attenuatar. It fi ts inside a
protecti ve case with its accessories:
mag mount and cab le, power lead wit h
cig ar li gh t er adaptor, case and strap.
Al t hough not listed here, th e techn ical s pecificatio n t ha t accompan ied
Maxcom's inform ati on loo ked
Expected to reta il at under t: "tP.UU.

Harvard 50S
This case is clearly marked Help! to
leave t he user in no doubt as to its
purpose. The Ha rvard range has
always strongl y featu red walkie-t alkies so this w as a natural move for
them . The c ase supplied with the u ni t
is watertight and has clear and concise" instruc t ion s. It is also very fle xible wi th its power sourc e as the hand he ld wi ll ru n on batt e ries, re -c harge abl e batteries an d ni-cad s, power
supply or through the supplie d cigar
lig hter ad ap tor. It also has a low-bat tery warni ng ligh t whi c h coul d be ve ry
usefu l indee d. Although th e se t has 4
wa tt s powe r, it o nly fea t u res c hanne ls 9, 14 and 3 0 and it co uld b e
argue d th at's all th at's needed fo r its
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intended application.
Oth er feat u res are:

* Atten uater
** Squelch
Mag mou nt (inc luded) or u nit
anten na (telescopic or rub ber duck).
Reco mmended re tail price is £49.95.

~L
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ItELP! ItELP!
Cobra 50S
Introduced by Sirtel, the Cobra SOS
unit Is designed specifically for the UK
market. The set is incorporated into a
small, plastic case. Half the case
holds the transceiver (a slightly
unusual design), the other houses a
te lescopic mag mount aeria l and a
power lead with cigar-lighter connector. Dimensions are very small (Sin. x
9in. x 2in.) and would easily fit a glove
compartment or dashboard.
Other features are:
Built-in mike
Channel selector with channel 9
indicator
An RF gain control (marked NearFar)
4 watts, 40 channels.
Retail price not yet available.

**
*

*

Ready
Rescue

Midland 77-810
Midland call this a Ready Rescue
Unit &.nd again everything fits snugly
into a high-impact plastic carry case. It
has clear instructions on how to use
the set on the front of the case. The
set is removable from the case, as are
most of thi s type of unit and is 4 watts

and 40 channe ls. The hand-held also
has a separate connector for a plug-in
mike (although it has a built-in mike
and PTT bar) and a telescopic antenna
which can either be used on the set itself or put in the mag mount included.

The power lead also has a cigarettelighter adaptor.
Features include:

** TX
Squelch control
light
* Priority marking for channel 9 and
'9.
Available at a suggested retail price

of £59.95.
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~~t Thunderpole

The best

Pre-tuned UK Base Station Antenna

buy!

Model:

lWc '

Power
Mndllng:
Frequency:
SWR
(Pre-set):
Radiating
clement

llIundcrpolc
.... loaded
SOOW

mount'"!

MEASUREMENT MOO. 27/120
PrtdIIon .,. ± 5%. fflquencyrangt
- 3+30MH%. Antenna • tfYIus

bile:

16 SWG
(1/16In. due.)
solid copper

winding.,

enamel

!l7MHZ
1:1 . 5

covered,
shrfnk wr'p
protected

1.5 metre.

lega' length:
Each ~ .67m .
3 angled
long (105In.)
ground
pl.nct:
1V.ln. dll.
Pole

SWR MmR WITH RANGE

Coli :

Mlter1lll:

All mlterla's
top qUllity

Hlmlcss
welded

PRICE,

£28.95
tnc. VAT

Iypt 5':

r,uCON 27 AERIAl
Spllng-loadad connocllon lor easy remcwol
700W use. HlglHIynamic IIInclion.

SPECIAL OFFERS
MINI·TANK
£15'00
PRE·AMP27/375 £20'00
AL 2000 2!3 AMP £10,50
SHunLE 27 AERIAl£2J.00
SKYLABAERIAL
£16,00

COLUMBIA AERiAl £22'00
GRONOA "", ___, £2,00
BRAVO 27 AERiAl £7'00
8OO!lERANGAERIAl £ g·oo
AlI_lncIIlCloVAT.

Wrlle or phone lor lull colour brochure
and your nearesl stockist All cred" cords
accepled. Poslage " packing exira .

CTE INTERNATIONAL

"""'- UK LTD
DIGITEK
l1t·l.,lf1M1f1Gm
MItctIom. suny

R*.
CIt.. VI.
....... 01·040 0110/81" 1IIU 8415414 F<MtMAN
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P£RFORMANCE
Tests Indicate pcrformlncc

IMtchlng thlt of In IIItgll
5da homt bllt Inttnnl

==

Freeman & Pardoe Ltd

.-

--

- ~:\
- - :.."'-'"

Tythl ng Road
Arden Forest Industrial Estate
Alcester
Tel: (0789) 762673
Trade enquIries welcome
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NEWS

KEVIfW
Detter news 011 round
Publicity for CB radio seems to have
been much better this month than it
was last. Although the usual amount
of coverage has been given to complaints of interference, coverage of
charity events has been far greater.
Emergency monitoring groups are
also gaining their fair share of publicity with praise being given to their
prompt reporting of road traffic accidents.

Western Mail
CB blocked fire calls
A breaker whose broadcasts jammed
calls from fire engines to their Cardiff
base was fined £400 by the city's Stipendary Magistrate.
Robert Havard-Gary blocked radio
messages from firemen to their base
for six hours on 15 March, using
equipment 50 times more powerfu l
than is permitted by the Home Office.
He admitted installing and using radio
equipment without a licence and said
he would not do it again. He was fined
£200 on each offence and ordered to
pay £50 costs. The equipment was
confiscated.

The Journal
Chair gift to Keith
will help another
A handicapped girl is likely to benefit by the present neighbours made to
a young spina bifida victim who died
recently.
CB fanatic Keith Philpot saw a
dream come true when his kindhearted neighbours presented him
with his own special pair of wheels but
sadly his dream was short lived. The
16-year-old spina bifida victim, who
died recently, had longed for an electric wheelchair to give him his first real
taste of freedom and independence
but the neighbours' year-long fundraiSing efforts to buy the £1,500
wheelchair wil l not have been in vain.
They will help to make a little girl's life
a lot easier.
Keith 's mother said that she had
always intended to use the money left
over to start a fund for a little girl in
Newcastle who used to go to the
same school as Keith and that if the
neighbours didn't mind she would like
to give the wheelchair to her.
Messages of sympathy have poured
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Dragging
in cash
East. Keith's mother said that since
Keith received his CB set, the last few
months have been the happiest of his
life.

East Anglian
Daily Times

Eastern Daily Press

Police channels blocked
by CB outlaws

CB group may
get use of office
A bunch of CS enthuSiasts who lend
a helping hand to West Norfolk's
emergency services may soon have a
place of their own.
Members of REACT (UK) monitor CB
radio 18 hours a day and pass on
news of missing persons, traffic problems, stolen vehicles and so on to the
local police. The outfit consists of 40
people who operate from home. They
are hoping to extend their coverage to
24 hou rs a day.
Officers at King's Lynn and West
Norfolk Borough Council have recommended that REACT (UK) should be
allowed the use of an office for six
months at a nominal rent of £1 .
The office is in a building that is allocated for use by community groups.
The recommendation will be considered at the next meeting of the council's lands and estates committee.

Outlawed CS'ers have been blamed
for inane chatter that blocked emergency police communications for 20
minutes in Suffolk last month.
The incident was one of many
causing 'fairly serious interference' to
the county's radio network. Superintendent Jim Gauke blamed the communications breakdown on C8 enthusiasts still using the illegal AM sets
even though FM sets can be used
legally. He said they have had several
serious examples of interference to
the extent that they lost one cha nnel
for 20 minutes.
Because of this inane chatter, he
also said that in another example they
thought they had sent a police car to
an incident but it turned out to be a
C8'er who pretended to acknowledge.
This incident could have been very
serious.
The Superintendent warned of high
penalties that wou ld be imposed on
illegal CB'ers. In a recent case an Ips-
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wich man was fined £:450. As well as
illegal AM sets, Mr. Gauke cited homebased units th at operate at high
power levels on FM , t ransmitting
close to police transmitters and
repeaters.
Apart from these complaints, he
also praised CB groups that operate
emergency systems in co njunction
with the Suffolk poli ce.

The Times
CB group criticizes
radio rules
Home Office departmen ts have
been criti cized for using th eir technical expertise to confuse successive
ministers and prevent th em from
adopting poli cies to enable British
ind ustry to enjoy the ben efits of radio
systems available for years In developed countries.
Th e co mplaint came in a letter to Mr.
Whit elaw from CBA Secretary James
Bryant. The CBA is calling for a review
of the Home Office radio regulatory
division and th e directorate of radio
techn o log y. Mr. Bryant has told Mr.
White law th at he is sure the departments are suffering from spending
cuts. The letter says that the regulatory department is unwilling to open
new frequencies for the private
mobile radio industry which represents a substan tial loss to the UK
economy.
Mr. Bryant also said that the CB
standard laid down was a disaster and
th at it was c hosen to punish the CB
movement for their success in gaining
political support, rather than a desire
to specify a system with advantages
over the one used already in 55 other
countries.

Treacletown two
hitch on to £1,000

East Anglian
Daily Times
CB Service
actions helps police
Quick action by members of th e Suffolk EARS allowed pol ice to be at the
scene of a lorry crash within minutes.
The Suffolk Emergency Action Radio
Service was told at Its recent annual
meeting that police arrived at the
scene of an accident on the A45 withIn six minutes following their action.
President Dr. And y Mason sai d pol-
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FEARON
THE AIR FOR
CB FAMILY
Mother tells of
death threat by
a mystery man
By MART YN SHARPE

A CITIZENS BAND radio freak
with a sick mind rs terrorising
• mother and tier two young
children.
H e has thre atened to kill 32-yearold Ann Parrot, warned h e will
sexually a ttack her daugh~r Am anda
1 t •• and mimicked a speech impedim ent of her son Sean, ·12·
Now the family~otint ry Girl,
Country Girl Ann . . . "in lear"
Bri ght Eyes and t he Doncaster. said yesterda y: . f am il y off the air for good
Black Eye K id to other .. We ca n onlv thin~{ this
Worried Ann said: .. It
CB breake rs at Don - man believes we eave has got to l.he point where
caster,
Yorks are a\\ay 0 the r Illegnl I daren't even put out a
afraid to go on t he air. b renkers and is det~r- message Over the all'
The trouble started six mined to make our li ves because I know ('m going
to be mocked and abused
n)onth
go fte I' th e P os t a rrHisery."
In recen t week" the ' We live in tear that the
Office s ashuta' down
the
fam ily's illegal AM set mystery brea ke r has also children will be attacked
and they started transSA SOT AGE 0
the He has even told them to
mitt-ing with a new £120
family's aeria l tour times go and play on the motor FMI set.
DAUBED hate slogans way."
Message
on their ~arage d oor. And
Poli ce are studyi ng a
OFFER ED
0 t he r tape the family made oJf
An,".
of
AI·mlhorpe. break ers £20 to put the the man on the air.

Ice had thanked Suffolk EARS for their
prompt action. Th e emergency group
was started earl y this year to moni to r
the A45 and has now expanded to
cover Bury, Bey ton, Woolplt and Stowmarke t.

Northern Echo
Marathon goes on
thanks to CB
Taxi driver Davi d Shotton is now
back behind th e wheel of his cab after
collapsing from heat and exhaustion
on a 100-mll e c harity walk. The 31yea r-old suddenly passed out on a
lonely roadside as he tackled the walk
from Richm ond to Blackpool. His
back-up team were, however, able to
ca ll for medical help on a CB rad io
walkie-talkie.

H is wife said that it was worth its
weight in gold and that w hen an emergency crops up, yo u realise that CB is
not just a toy.
Usi ng the CB, they managed to contact a docto r at Lancaste r Hospital
who kept In touch for th e next 3Y,
hours whilst David slept.
He had been walking with fellow taxi
driver Dick Springthorpe, while his 11year-old son, Simon, joined Army
med ic Philip Webber as th e ba ck- up
crew.
David was determined to finish the
walk - even against medical advice.
His wife said, " He's a bit pig headed
but he did pull round from it very we ll.
He was dete rmined to make it to
Blackpool - even with su nstroke,"
David and Dick hope to raise £350 for
the Welburn School at Kirkbymoorside.
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Construction of a OF antenna for 27MHz
Part 2 by F. C. Judd
The first part of this article (last month) dealt with
different forms of direction finding loop antennas,
how they function and the method of obtaining a
bearing with such antennas on the position of a
transmitter. This article deals entirely with the construction of a small diameter DF loop made from
generally available materials and components. For
completeness the basic circuit of the loop is given
once again in Fig. 1. The function of the loop is such
that it is first matched to a 50-ohm cable by a short
section of transmission line which forms what is
known as a 'gamma match'. The earthed point of the
loop, at its base, is at zero impedance and the loop
itself is tuned to resonance, i.e., to the frequency of
operation by the 100pFd variable capacitor at the
top of the loop.
T" n; "n

capacitor

1OOp Fd

Photo shows detail of the finished loop antenna: with upper and lower box
Uds removed. Note small potentiometer visible In lower bolC Is not used

(scc text).

Although the gamma match is not an ideal method
of obtaining a low impedance connection to a small
loop antenna, the system does still allow a fairly
accu rate figure-of-eight field pattern to be obtained
as explained in Part 1. Most of the small commercially-available DF loop antennas for 27MHz employ
this principle .

Construction

Shortin g
bar

27 pFd (S M)
50 ohm
co-ax feed
Ag. 1.
The basic circuit of the loop antenna constructional project dealt wIth In this
article.
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Main details for construction of the loop itself are
illu strated in Fig. 2, the two halves of the loop being
made from aluminium rod approximately 4.7m. or
3/16i n. diameter. Formation of the two half circles is
not difficult and can be easily done by hand with a
little care. The inset in Fig . 2 gives details for making
the shorting bar that connects the end of the gamma
line to one side of the loop.
A more general view of construction is given in
Fig. 3. Two ASS plastic boxes are used with the
lower one containing the S0239 co-axial cable output socket, the connections to the loop base and to
the gamma line via the short length of 50·ohm co-ax
cable and 27pFd capacitor. The box also serves as
the base support for the whole loop. The box at the
top contains the 100pFd tuning capacitor which
links the upper ends of the loop for tuning. Note the
solder tags needed for connections to the capacitor.
The lower box is mounted on a small wooden platform with a handle attached beneath which enables
the loop to be hand turned through 360". The loop
could also be mounted on a suitable tripod as will be
seen in photographs with this article. Further details
concerned with the connections from the cable con-
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appl ies to the block in the upper box through which
the fixing screws of the upper ends of the loop are
passed but again this should preferably be of perspex or similar good insulating material. Solder tags
are fitted under the nuts as shown for making the
necessary con nection s to the tuning capacitor (see
Fig. 5).
A view looking down on the lower box and wooden
platform is shown in Fig. 6. The spacing between the
gamma line section and the loop is 15mm. centre to
centre and which complies with the spacing of the
holes in the shorting bar through which these sections are passed. The ends of each half of the loop
and also the lower end of the gamma line are hammered flat and wide enough for drilling holes for
clearance of the 6BA fixing screws as can be seen in
Fig. 2.
IIonO'" eft<!o 01

-1

~_._=--,. #

. . ~~ ~III

011001>

-

110110",01 ... _

I

, ... (:OMt _ _
~,

flg.2.
o.tolls for making thlt loop and gamma IIn~ se-ctlon and a sldv vf~w of th~
loop showing thv position and spacing of the gamma line section. See also
Fig. .3 and- photo. Othvr d~talls given In text. INSET. Details for making th~
shorting bar.

necting socket to the loop and the gamma line, within the lower box, are shown in Fig. 4. Note: The small
fixed capacitor that connects to the gamma line is a
silver mica type (27pFd). Th e block at the top
through which the fixing screws that hold the loop
are taken, may be of hardwood or, better still, of perspex or similar insulating material. Much the same

Fig. 4.
Connections within the lower box. Each bottom end of the two halves of the
loop are connected together and thence to earth via the co-axlal socket.

T..."I"" co" trol

011. 39cm.

ShOll'''" bar to "amml

loop tectlon (see Fig. 2 I

BoUom e"d 01

g.amm a "",

50 ohm

~ble

to .,.

The photograph shows the loop with the lids
removed from the upper and lower boxe s. Note,
however, that the small potentiometer, probably visible in the lower box, is not used and therefore does
not appear in any of the constructional diagrams.
This was originally included as a means of reducing
the signal from the loop when carrying out certain
tests on its performance.
The final diagram, Fig. 7, illustrates a method of
mounting a small compass above the lower box, i.e.,
close to the base of the loop. The platform must be
of non-magnetic material, e.g., brass, copper or aluminium. Do not use thin mild steel or tinplate which
would produce errors in the compass. Alignment of a
compass mounted on a loop antenna will be dealt
with in the final part (Part 3) of this article and which
will also explain the operational technique of direction finding with a loop antenna, the use of ordnance
survey maps, etc. and the value of team working
when attempting to locate a transmitter quickly.

Initial checking of the finished DF loop

flg.3 .
illustration showing how the assembled loop can be mounted on a plat~
form with handle a"ach~ .

ca
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The co-axial cable between the loop and the CB
set should be as near as possible 2Y,m. in length.
Find a channel on which there is a fairly strong signal or get a nearby CB colleague to transmit a signal
for you. With the loop connected to the set, tune the
capacitor in the top box for the strongest signal by
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Compass

Top of loop

I
Compass p!a Uorm
must be alum inium
or brass only

X Solder tags

under nuts

Approx.
3 1n.

or

aOem .

Support bracket for
tun ing capaci tor
Appro~,

([)

o

g

l in.

Coupler

or

30em.

M

Insulating
spindle

Q
~ in .

bush

V.in . dia. hole

Fig. 5.
Connections for the top of the loop and the 1OOpFd tuning capacitor. Note
the extension spindle on the copacifor 10 prevent hand capacity effect when
tuning the loop.
Sllacln" 15mm.

,
S ~or l lng

Fig. 7.
ba r

(SI!I! Fig. 3 and lext)

Gamma line

....Bou om end 01 main loop

lowe' box On pla llo'm

Suggested method of mounting a compass just above the lower box and In
line with the centre of the loop. Note thot the composs platform must be
mode of non-magnetic mote rial.

eiving which are in turn picked up by the loop and
which will, therefore, cause the field pattern to have
undefinable nulls. The best way of checking any DF
loop antenna of this nature for accuracy is out in the
open away from buildings and particu larly from overhead wires such as mains cable and telephone
lines. Remember also that small loops of this nature
will only respond to vertically polarized groundwave
Signals and are not directive, at least not with any
reliabi li ty, on short skip or other signals from a great
distance reflected by the ionosphere. This also
applies to any of the commercial ly-available loops
such as those mentioned in Part 1 and shown in one
or two of the photographs.

S0239 lOOp 01111'".1 SOt~el

Fig. 6.
View lOOKing down onlO the bose pONion of the loop and the lower box
and platform. Note spacing of 15mm. between the loop and the gomma
line . The position of the shoning bar may need to be adjusted to 0 point
about 11n. nearer to the base of Ihe loop. See text and photo.

watching the signal stren gth meter. Th e tuning wi ll
be quite sharp. Carry out the sa me test again but
this time on a low channel, e.g., channe l 1, to make
sure that the loop tunes to this end of the band and
then repeat the process this time on the highest
channel to make su re the loop is properly tuning
over the whole of the CB band. You will not get th e
loop to 'null' fully on a station very close to you and
the field pattern could be ve ry distorted, I.e., the two
nulls that are obtainable as illustrated in Fig. 1 will
not be very defi nable if the loop is operated near
other conductors, e.g., your own normal transmitting
antenna or if indoors by the effect of wate rpipes and
electric light wiring, etc. In fact, any conductive material wi ll cause reflections of s ignals you are rec-
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COMPONENTS LIST
2 off ABS plastiC boxes with lids. 120 x 65 x
40mm. Bi-Pak No. 143.
1 off Jackson type 100pFd air-spaced vari able capacitor Bi-Pak No. 336.
1 off Control knob for tuning capacitor. BiPak No. 1102.
1 off S0239 co-axial socket chassis mounting type. Bi-Pak No. 1717.
Above available from Bi-Pak Electronics, PO
Box 6, 63A High Street, Ware, Herts. SG12 9AD.
Also required 27pFd silver mica capacitor,
aluminium rod as specified, 6BA screws, nuts
and solder tags, etc., plus other materials as
mentioned in diagrams and text.
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THE FIRST LEGAL BASE STATION ANTENNA THAT
MEETS HOME OFFICE PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION

MODEL:
ANTENNA TYPE:
IMPEDANCE:
FREQUENCY:
BANDWIDTH:
POLARIZATION:
VSWR:
MAX. POWER:
CONNECTOR:
ELEMENT LENGTH:
TOTAL LENGTH:
WEIGHT:
MOUNTING:

£ 19. 95

DPA 11 UK
Base Station

50.11
27.60125-27.99125 MHz
1 MHz
Vertical
less than 1.5

500W
(PL 259) UHF female
1.5 m
2.0 m

±1 .5 kg
1"-1 %" (25-44 mm) mast tube

Inc. VAT

Mail order add £2.00 p&p
DIRECT FROM THE SOLE UK DISTRIBUTORS OF

,-------_ _DPA 11UK
~~ CB CENTRE

~[]~

20c Selsdon Road , South Croyd on, Surrey,
England

Telephone: 01-680 4503

EUROPE'S BEST SELLING ANTENNA
THE DPA 11 VR STILL AVAILABLE
CB Radio August B2
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Scotland comes
over loud and clear
MYSTIFIED Suffolk CB

users are puzzling o'Ver the
sound of Scottish 'Voices on
the airwaves.

For the last two days the

county's breakers hal'e been
picking up the sound of the
H ighlands on their sets, and
managing to snatch brief

conversations.
The 'Voices were first heard
at Tuesday lunchtime and

/
,,

that

evening

breakers

claiming to be as far away as
Aberdeen were coming
through loud and clear.

Yesterday a spokesman
from the meteorological of·
fice at RAF Hanington said

*

"It is normal for the air to
lose tempearature the higher

it gets, but sometimes it in·
creases, and this is called a
marked inversion,"
he
explained.

Although a marked inver·
it would be possible for sion itself was not Yery rare,
people to be contacted in it would be a freak occurScotland - if there were the rence for people in Suffolk to
right
freak
weather be able to talk to Scotlish CB

conditions.

,EARTH

users, he said.

,,

,

This Page.
Tap.
Diagram snowing now 'sklp' bounces from me Ionised layer back to Eartn and vastly Increases the usual
reception distance.
Middle.
Cutting from the Ea st Anglian Doily Times. The unusuol conditions caused almost universal surprise
amongst breakers.
Dottom.
Diagram Illustrating the way tropospneric propagation works. The rad io sig nal Is bent tnrougn a snollow
angle and refracted back to Earth .
Opposlle page.
A selection of QSL cords confirming long distance contacts. Many breakers swapped phone numbers to
get Immed iate confirmation. All cord s received by Skolerman of Slough.
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At th e e nd of May and th e beginning
of Jun e, we received lots of phone
ca lls and letters fro m deligh t ed but
bemused breake rs who had been getting unexpect edly long di sta nce
copies with just 4 watts FM. Altho ugh
originally convinced they were t he vict im of a 'wind up', phone calls and aSL
cards have co nfirmed their contacts.
Although delig hted by th ese copies.
th e breake rs co nce rn ed we re surpri sed as they believed, like the majority of breakers, th at "FM doesn't
skip". Indeed, th is was one of the
major objections to the introduct ion of
FM and was thought to be the main
reaso n the Government had chosen it.
But they we re apparently getting 300·
600 mile co pies when the rule s sa id it
shou ldn't happen.
Th ere are seve ral misconception s in
thi s accept ed rul e.
Give n t he correct conditions, 4W
FM wil l short skip t he same as 4W AM.
Propagation patterns fo r FM a nd
AM are the same although influenc ing
con ditions change.
The res ult s breakers ha ve been
getting a re not due to s kip in the usual
CB se nse.
Th e correc t name for t he phenomenon is t roposp heric propagation,
whic h sou nd s a m ou thful but is eas il y
explained.

How it works
Many of our readers w ill be familiar
with sk ip an d how it happens. For t he
benefit of brea kers who are not fa miliar, here's a short exp lanation. Skip
works by th e transmitted radio si gnal
being reflected off the ionosphere
which forms part of the Earth 's atmosphere. The ionosp here is a laye r of
atmospheric gases about 30 mi les
above the Earth 's surface. The se
gases become electrically charged by
th e sun's rays, either as a res ult of
changing atmospheric co ndition s o r
suns po t ac ti vity in the sun spot cyc le.
Rad io waves, up to about 30MHz, can
be ref lec ted by these ionised layers
and returned to Earth. (Wave lengths
sho rt e r than thi s penetrate the layers
and co ntinue on into o uter space). If
conditions a re good, this reflecting
process ca n take place again and
aga in from Earth to ionosphere and
back. The illu stration shows clearly
how it wo rks.
Tropospher ic propagati o n or 'd ucling ' works by refraction , bending of
the radio waves through a sha ll ow
angle. (This is like looking at an object
in water - t h e lig ht waves bend and
the object see ms displaced). This
works by c hanges in the atmosphe re
at a height of a kilometre o r so. Th ese
changes a re due to a co mbin ation of
high temperat ure an d humidity re sulting in t e m perature gradients. In these
co ndition s laye rs of differe nt te mpe ra-

LONG DIITANI
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tures of air become trapped in a sort
of sandwich and it is through these
layers that refraction takes place.
The bad news is that this lasts a very
short space of time. Although skip or
skywave propagation can last for considerable periods as the cycle progresses, tropospheric waves last possibly a day or two and return maybe a
week or two years later. Although we
may well have hot weather again this
s ummer (although that's debatable!)
the conditions may not be exactly
right to repeat earlier results. It
doesn 't follow that it will occur regularly during summer months or that
hot weather will immediately open up
the band. In fact, Fred Judd, our technical editor, says he hasn't known this
level of activity since working with
27M Hz during the Second World War
as an experim ental radar frequency!
The last piece of news wil l be a disappointment to the many breakers
who suddenly had a new area of radio
opened up to them.
Skaterman, of Slough, describes the
scene,
"There I was, sitting on top of Winter
Hill overlookin g Marlow, South Buckinghamshire in my little yellow VW,
The sun was shining and the waterskiers were dashing about 500ft.
be low me. The rig Was on (a ' Binatone
5 Star), the K40 twig was warm with
FM and the Turner JM+2U was close
to my mouth. Stocking Tops, Minnie,
Father Goose and Michelin Man were
joining in the conversation.
"Sudden ly there it was . . .
'Skaterman, Skaterman, do yo u copy
Aquarius from North Aberdeen?'.
"My needle was showing eight
pounds and it was blocking out my
other copies. 'Wind up' I shouted
down the mike. 'No. it's not,' she
pleaded. Father Goose came on and
confirmed it was true . For the next 20
minutes, 1 had a whale of a time copying Aquarius. Sunshine in Aberdeen,
TeSS and SI32 Shetland Isles and
Travelling Man in Burghead."
Some of Skaterman 's copies have
exceeded 650 miles - all mobile and
none of the parties using specialist
equipment. Aquarius has collected
over 50 QS L cards to confirm her con tacts but many breakers are swapping
phone numbers so they can convince
themselves without waiting for the
post.
Other breakers have contacted us
with news of copies from the Channel
Isles to Scotland. copies getting on for
800-1,000 miles and a THAMES coordinator has contacted Milan in Italy
and West Germany.
Although this has been exciting for
the CB scene, it may never happen
again in the foreseeable future. So
make the most of it.
SS
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The Falcon 27 mobile antenna by F. C. Judd
This base-loaded mobile antenna is made in Italy
by CTE International and distributed in the UK by
R. V. Mann & Co. Ltd. It fully meets the Home Office
specification for 27MHz UK CB. On using any new
item of CB radio equipment, one should always read
the instructions and those included with the Falcon
27 antenna are well illustrated and give all the relevant information. You will, however, need to speak
or, at least read, Italian fluently unless the manufacturers have in the meantime provided a translation
into English. In no way otherwise does this influence
the very good performance of the antenna.
Firstly, however, a brief description of the method
used by the writer of carrying out tests on antennas,
whether for mobile or base-station operation. The
system as a whole is.shown in Fig. 1 and operates as
follows. The antenna under test (a) is, in this case, a
mobile type which may be either magnetic or gutter
mounted. Signals from the mobile transmitter (4
watts) are received by a base-station antenna (to
HO specification) mounted 21 ft. above ground. The
27MHz received carrier signal is converted to a

2000Hz tone by means of a voltage-controlled oscillator. The amplitude of the tone varies with the received signal level and is recorded on magnetic tape
(Tr). The VHF radio link using the mobile antenna (c)
to the base-station VH F antenna (d) is also used to
control the recording system and at the same time
put voice signals onto the tape. Distance, location,
nature of terrain, etc., can, therefore, be recorded
automatically during the whole test run. When the
test is complete the tape is re-run and the tone signals are converted to signal level (DC voltage) which
is thE1n pen-chart recorded to an accuracy of within
±1 dB. The voice information recorded is replayed in
synchronism. The process can be reversed, e.g.,
when a base-station antenna is being tested. The
mobile VHF link can also be used to remotely switch
the 27MHz base-station transmitter on or off.
The 'course' over which such tests are made is
carefully chosen so as to include high and low
ground levels, built-up areas and heavily wooded
areas - all of which can effect 27MHz ground-wave
transmission. The writer has two special Home

a

~veo

ct

v
rCr

Ag. 1.
Antenna test system and equlpmenf used by the wrfter. (See text).
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Fig. 2.
Infernol consfTuctlon of me Falcon 27MHz mobile antenna. (0) Dose carr.

(b) Releose and mounting unlU.

Ag. 3.
(0) Pressure under bose and (b) loodlng call and antenno ore lifted cleor.

Office licences for this work which cover the 27MHz
UK FM band and various VHF channels up to and
beyond 934MHz issued with the call signs G9BTN
and G9BTM.

fitted at one end with a plug for connection to the
base of the antenna. The only other requirements
would be a suitable magnetic or gutter mount unit
and a PL259 plug for connection to the set.

The Falcon 27 antenna

Performance

Construction of the Falcon 27 antenna is shown in
Figs. 2 and 3. It is fitted with a fairly large diameter
high 'Q' loading coil at the base to ensure maximum
possible efficiency and features a quick·release
system which the diagrams (Fig . 3) illustrate well
enough. The base connection unit is designed so
that it may be mounted on a magnetic base or gutter
mount or it can be hole fitted directly onto a car
body. (Not usable on fibreglass·bodied vehicles).
The radiating section, t.5 metres in length, is
enclosed in fibreglass which provides sufficient flexibility to obviate the possibil ity of breakage due to
overhanging trees or low-roof entries. The base unit
is fully weather protected by a moulded plastic outer
shell. The antenna is supplied complete with
approximately 5 metres of 50-ohm co-axia l cable

Adjustment of VSWR can be accomplished by
trimming a few millimetres off the top of the radiating element after first removing a small protective
plastic ferrule. Obviously care is necessary here so
as not to cut off too much and therefore it is advisable to use an accurate VSWR meter. The VSWR
readout over the normal 27MHz UK CB FM band
and obtained with a Bird Thruline RF directional
wattmeter is shown in Fig. 4 and which could hardly
be bettered.
Several test trials over different courses were carried out mobile with the Falcon 27 antenna gutter
mounted and the results are shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
Ground height contour as well as distance and
nature are taken into account and a selected but
average example is shown in Fig. 5 in which (A)

CB Radio August B'2
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slatlon at ·the distances indicated, (6) shows the
variation In ground height above sea level over the
course and (e) the I.!'lvel of signals recorded by the
pen chart. What this chart also illustrates, very
clearly, is the effect on ground-wave signals caused
by both distance and variation of ground height.
Note the rapid variation in signal level which the pen
chart will respond 'to but which is not always apparent when listening.
The signal strength v distance graphs, as in Fig. 6,
show (a) the results over one course where the
ground Is rising and reaches a high point at four
miles distance and (b) the almost perfect textbook
rate of attenuation over flat ground to the limit of
readability at four miles.

r Id hll I C1nlou

Summary
The Falcon 27 antenna is as efficient as the HO
design parameters will allow and ·the manufacturers

119· 6.

(0) '-onge and variation of signal along course wfth rising ground. (b)
~ng. and variation of slgnol over

flat ground course.

Ag . • .
CA) Elllptkol t&sf course with"" of point
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0' reception. (D) Ground heigh'

contour OVM course. (C) SIgnol variation over course (pen chort).
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range. It is important, as with all antennas directly
mounted on a metal car body, to ensure a paint-free
connection. Many overlook the fact that poor
earthing can cause considerable loss of both
radiated power and strength of received signals.
The Falcon ' 27 mobile antenna has a recommended retail price of £23.80, although it is available on special offer at a price of approximately
£20.00.

have been wise to use a high '0' base-loading inductance. The estimated radiation efficiency is in the
region of 40% when compared with a f~II-length
half-wave dipole. The performance obtained by the
user will, of course, depend on where the antenna is
mounted. Rooftop is best, which will not distort the
normal omni-directional radiation pattern. Wingside
mounting does distort the radiation pattern and the
lower heig ht can also reduce average working
Ag. 4.
VSWP. read out of the Falcon 27 antenna.
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LOWER PRICES
FROM
MAXCOM MX 21 E
£29.95
40 CHANNEL 4 WATT FM CB
NGS
Maxcom MX2 1 E ..

£29.95

Maxcom 4E ... . ........

£34 .95

Maxcom 1 6E Apollo.. ..
£36.95
Maxcom 20E .
£39.95
Maxcom 6E .............
£44.95
Harvard Good Buddy .. .
£44.95
Harvard 410T Handheld ..
£59.95
LCL 2740FM
£59.95
Unlace 200 .........
£69.95
Interceptor..
£69.95
Midland 3001 ...........
£79.95
Midland 4001 .....
£89.95
Harvard H407 Base Stn ...... £1 I 5.00
Ham 1nt. Jumbo ............. £299.00
JrIIOIlLE AERIALS
Thorobred Z27 ...
£.6.95
OV27 .... . .... .
£3.95
Cheroke e Hall Breed ..... .
£10.95
Cherokee Dlal-A-Match ... .
£. 13 .95
OX40 Mag Mount .......... .. £11 .50

Thorobred 251 trunk lip ....
Thorobred 251 mag mount..
Locktune trunk lip ......... .
Locktune mag mount
Moonraker surface mount
Moonraker ma~ mount ..
Plus many others In stock
BAS.AERWS
Alcom OPAll UK.
Alcorn OPAl lVR . . .
Sliver Star
1nvader ......... ..
V2 Wave Dipole .. .
GPA 27 Vz wave .. ... ...... .
Boomerang ............... .
Boomerang Min I. .....•.....
GP Mini .......... ..
Sky1ab .. . .............. .
CLR2 .
. ............... .
Spitfire 3-el. beam .......... .

£12.95
£ 19.95
£12.95
£ 16.95
£24.95
£29.95
£19.95
£19.95
£19.95
£19.95
£8.50
£15.50
£12.95
£14.50
£16.95
£22.00
£22.95
£46.95

~CasSORIES

Ground plane kits .
3/5 Amp Sreml .. . ... .
Boom mlc for cars
Leson 4200 base mlc . . .
121 n. Brackets
RG8 thick co-ax ..... . ...... _
RG58 thin co-ax .. .
25W Zetagl burner 12V .... .
50W 8reml burner I 2V . ..... .
25W Sreml burner 12V .. .
Patch leads".... .. .. ..... .. .

£4.25' Altai SW'R 1A ..... .
£5.95
£10.95 Aeace RT7 te st meier ....... . £:21 .95
£3.9 5
£29.95 Harvard PA horn ..
£3.75
£28.00 Harvard ext. speaker
£5.95
...
Rama
ext.
speaker
£7.50
50
45p/m PL259 .
£4.50
15p/m Slide mounts .
75
£14.95 4-Pin plugs ..
40
£29.95 S-Pln plugs (din)
£19.95 Power leads (2- & 3 -pln) ..... . £1 .50
£2.95
£1.45 British CB Book
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current equipment and an outside
area to cater for a family day out. The

:.:'
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ox roasting, balloon races, children's
fair, evening dance and licensed bars
will also add plenty of interest to the

•.Ii.
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EAR, EAR
The EARS Club, of Bracknell, Berks.,
has raised funds to purchase a rig for
the local Church Hill House Hospital.
The hospital is home to many handi·
capped and retarded patients and the
hospital's entertainment officer, Mr.
Neil Charlton, said he knew the pat-

lents would get much benefit from this
new approach to community relations.
The presentation of the rig, co m·
plete with power pack, antenna and
co·ax was made at one of the regular
Friday EARS Club meetings. The local
radio station (Radio 210 Thames Valley) and local press covered the event.
(Photo courtesy of Colin Mutlow).

/1/1
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Donngrange House on the A30. It is
being organised by the Local Emergency Services Team (the local chan-

~;~~~~~:;~ir~b;;A:~ajr~;~~

'.',
::::

a charity fete, fun fair and mass eyeball for attending clubs. Funds raised

:. :.... :. [.
.

will
local bereaved
children'sby
home
and go
to towards
helping a
those
the
Falklands Crisis. For more details contact Baslngstoke (0256) 55869.
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Round Britain for LCL
Two LCL 2740 rigs did the round
Britain trip in 78 hours 31 minutes in
June. Not on their own, I hasten to add
but fitted in Triumph Acclaims on the
Hagley and District Round Table
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attempt to get into the Guinness Book
of Records.
In fact, they improved on the record,
beating it by 5 hours 34 minutes. CB
proved a vital link In co·ordinatlng fuel
stops and contacting the support car
and operated faultlessly during the
3,664-mile trip.
'.:.

There has been a worrying development within the CB OX scene recently.
We have received two separate letters
from separate areas of the country
complaining that they have received
chain OSL letters. Although presented as a 'game', they Involve
sending money with OSL cards to 20
OSL co ntacts. The letter sent refers to
the player receiving al most 8,000 OSL
cards from all over the world and more
than $7,000 and further refers to the
game being for serious OSL'ers.
Although not as unpleasant, with
veiled threats, as some chain letters
were a few years ago, It Is probably
Illegal to send this type of letter.
As one correspondent, Video Invader,
points out, people Interested in
OSL'ing can always obtain plenty of
cards from all over the world and with
more fun than resorting to this type of
thing, Video Invader is also worried
that younger CB'ers will get involved
and they, more than anyone else, can
ill afford the £ 10 or so needed to keep
the 'game' going. Really, CB can do
without this sort of thing.
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Confessions
of a CB enthusiast
Part 6 from Vldcostar

(Raymond E. Orr)
Last month, you may remember,
became a channel 9 monitor and fell
fou l of my loca l District Planning Officer. The latter is still ca using great
amusement to all co ncerned as the
erection of certain aerials come under
the Development Acts and not Town
and Country, so with plenty of room for
educated discussions, the aerial is
still in situ and the Planning Office is
reeling under the weight of polite correspondence from this endl I'm not
sure how it will end, after all £20 for
planning permission is almost a third
the cost of a new rig! Various loopholes are still being exploited and, if
successful, I'll tell you how to go about
it in a future edition, One word of warning to breakers who are tenants in
counci l property, be caref ul! Some
areas don't mind (send a nice letter to
the Director of Housing at the Town
Hall) and others do. I've heard of one
chap who told the cou ncil when they
comp lained that he'll put whatever he
likes on his chimney. He then received by return of post a Recorded
Delivery letter giving him notice to
quit the propertyl A bit drastic, you'll
agree but don't get thrown out of your
home just because the CB bug has
got in your veinsl
If, like me, you like CB for the sheer
Joy of communicating by radio without
being bothered by having to keep a
record of your transmi ssions (like
radio amateurs), you'll know that
everyone from school kids to pensioners uses CB to great advantage.
Even the emerg ency and social services are grateful for the opportunity
for 'instant' communication in the
case of an accident or missing person. Now the whole 'community radio'
aspect of CB is being threatened by a
number of irresponsible people who
are trying to start up an 'anti-channel
9 campaign'. Basically this means
these people are against the use of
channe l 9 for emergencies and assistance, etc. and say that they've only
got 39 chan nel s to work with and if
they don't do something they'll lose
channel 9 as a general cha nnel.
In some areas it has got Quite bad
with a new non-official organisation
called HARM (standing for Hunt A
REACT Monitor) spreading like a cance rous growth. No matter how they
have been pleaded with, channel 9
has been effectively blocked and a
great number of genuine 10-33 calls
have been lost. In Scotland, up in the
Glasgow area, these HARM people
are even putting out fake emergency
ca lls to monitors and at least three
members of REACT (UK) have had
their homes and cars threatened. This
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• Is a far cry from the 'We want CB' days
when all AM and potenti al breakers
were urging the Government to lega ~
lise any system, as long as the UK citizen was able to talk freely to whoever
he wanted to, over CB radio. The latest
'anti-monitor' trick is to find out the CB
handle of the monitor and any time he
tries to modulate, 'good' buddies key
the mike all over his transmission. I do
hope that com mon sense prevails and
we do not lose what is an excellent
publi c-s pirited bun ch of folk wil ling to
give up their time for others.
If you are guilty of transmitting on
channel 9, think about it ... it's th e
only channel that someone will be
able to hear and assist you on and,
less importantly, manufacturers put
channe l 9 switches on rigs to enable
users to get there with the minimal
delay so that if you need help it's easy
to obtain. Don 't forget, even if you're
not on FM, the FCC channels 63 and
64 clash, so even if you're not a member of a monitoring organisation, if
you hear someone on the channel,
ask politely that they move up or down
one. There may be a breaker out there
who's life depends on this channe l
being clear. One day. it might be
yours.
Off the soapbox, Videostar? Yes ...
to continue! I've been taken to task for
saying last month I'v e got a 'legal' SiI·
ver Rod. It seems there's no such
thing I We all know of the 19ft. or so
monster with the three small radials at
the base. Well, it seems tnat I've got
an Alcorn DPA 11 UK, so my apologies
to all concerned! Is there a CB cl ub in
your area? One opened up in my
neighbourhood recently and among
the events arranged have been five-aside football, a snooker competitio n,
knockout darts, etc. It seemed so like
an ordinary youth club, I cou ldn't
really see where the CB bit of the CB
club came in. Are all clubs like this? If
your club has an action-packed programme, let me know here, c/o CB
Radio Magazine, we may be able to
save a number of clubs closing down
due to lack of interest!
.
It's nice to see that Britain Is getting
it's own CB lingo without having to
resort to our American forebears.
Heard recently on air was "One-four
for a Charlie Oscar pair-a-Y-fronts' and
one young chap (obviously a new
breaker) breathlessly calling out for a
'Breaker in America, co me back'! I
wonder if he got one or if his rig went
back to the shop because it didn't
have the range!

YIDEO-'sTA

Il l ~

I
CB Challenge Trophy
The Papa Doc Challenge Trophy is,a
new event in the citize ns' band users'
calendar and is open to the four CB
clubs in the Folkestone area, the
FAMB, the Folkestone Breakers Asso·
ciation , the DX Club and the FM Club.
The trophy is to commemorate Stan
(Papa Doc), a well·known Folkestone
breaker who died early this year.
The trophy wi ll be contested for
every three months and the last chal·
lenge was a 50'mll e car rally. This was
won by the FAMB Club. The money
raised is to go to the St John Ambu'

li:: : :'y;;;:~~~~::::z;~:r:::::::::,:::'=:::::::::::::"'<-::
Members of the Dragnet Club,
Hayes and the Lakeside Club wei'
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Swansea Bay Breakers Club

Appleby.
The main object of the club is to

sea. Meetings are held every Monday

raise money for loca l charities. Mem~
bershlp is £5.00 but anyone coming to
an eyeball can get in free (no fee to
come in and see what we get up to but

at 7.30pm. The club has been estab-

£5.00 for membership).

lished for 12 months and new members over 18 years of age are welcome.
Enquiries can be made to the Secre-

ring and eyeball badge free and later

Our

membership numbers some

250 and our venue is the Cape Hor~
ner, Fabian Way, St. Thomas, Swan-

tary, PO Box 80, Swansea SA1 1WN.
Pearly Queen (Secretary)

The Ham International
Owners' Club
I'd be grateful if you would mention
the club which we're starting. It's the
Ham International Owners' Club and
anyone (AM/FM/ SSB) using Ham
equipment is welcome. The membership isn't finalised yet a~ some of the
cards and artwork are still under

press. But it's hoped to keep it down
to about £3.00 which will include
Membership No. and card, 10 club
QSL's and use of the PO Box which is
under application at the moment. We

will forward QSL's, etc., on receipt of a
sae or stamps.
Embroidered patches, rubber stamps
and many more club goodies will be

If you come and jOin you get a

key~

on In the year we will be organising
foxhunts, which are great fun.

I'll give you all the high numbers for
now.
88's and all that jazz.

Firebird (S. Norgrove)
(Hon. Secretary)

Citizens' Band Radio Club
Bath, Avon
This is to let everybody out there
know the Aquae Sulis Club is still
going strong down here In the West
Country. We have been In existence
for almost two years and the club sup~

ports all types of CB. Our membership
stands at 1,070 and we break on 14
and 19 for the truckers and we also
have two e xcellent information chan·

nels both on 03 FM / AM and these are
manned throughout the day until midnight.
The main club meets every other

Tuesday at Tiffanys in Bath, 8.00pm-

If any members let us know of anything interesting, 050's, antenna constructions, mods, etc ., we will be able
to produce a newsletter.
Enquiries and applications should

1.00am. The juniors also meet at

Worlds End Breakers Club
We are a newly·formed breakers'

club in Wendover. We eyeball at the
Shoulder of Mutton Hotel every Monday at 8.00pm. At present we have a
membership of 170, all of whom operate on FM.

ently we staged an On-style evening
which broke all records and through
this we can arrange a show which can
visit any club and entertain them .

That's If they have a few people game
for a laugh. By the way, this includes
the Inflataballs, Bath's answer to the
Balloon Dance.

We do all the usual things, convoys,
turkey hunts, football, cricket, rugby
matches, etc. Amongst our membership we have a racing driver, sorry,
Formula Ford Champion, who we give

a great deal of support to by turning to

available shortly.

be sent to me at 112 Leeds Road,
Murfleld, West Yorks WF14 OJE with
sae or 18p in stamps.
Martyn Bolt (26 HI 01)

having a superb venue in Tiffanys we
are able to stage quite a lot including
live bands, comedians, etc. Fairly rec-

what is always a good day's motor
sport whenever he competes.

Our club address is B. Gower (Sec.),
12 Morford Street, Bath, Avon.
S. Phillips (PRO)

East Coast
Breakers Association
Just a line to give you the revised
details of the East Coast Breakers
Association, as we've had a few

changes lately.
We used to meet at The Tartan
House but for various reasons had to·
find a change of venue and we now

meet at The Red Lion Inn, The Green,
Gt. Bentley, nr. Colchester, Essex. This

Tlffanys but every Saturday, 11.00am1.00pm, where a great time is had by

is also our mailing address.

all including the seniors, which gives

every month and although we are limiting our membership we always wei·
come guests along.

the mums and dads a chance to do the
shopping by themselves.

We meet on the first Sunday of

As far as fund raising , we find this

I would be grateful if you could inc-

brings together all sorts of people. So
far we have collected £400 for our
local hospital baby unit, £240 for
Stoke Mandeville Hospital and £130
for the local hospital Ward 9 Cancer
Appeal. We also have, through whip

lude this information in any future lists

rounds and small fund~ralslng events,
put two children on the air. These
children are both sufferers from spina
bifida and the response to these two

of clubs, etc. Many thanks.
Silver Streak (Jill) (Secretary)

K19 Club
We hold our meetings every second
Tuesday in the Charleston, Kilmar-

nock. We are an AM-FM social club.
In the first half of our meeting CB is
discussed and we have a social event

When the weather improves. we
intend holding several outdoor activi·
ties. At the moment, we are organising

in the second half.
We play darts and dom lnoes and

hold Game For A Laugh-type things (A
good laugh, know what I mean?). Any-

a darts team and any other club that
would like a match some time should
contact us.
We endeavour to have some form of
entertainment every other week for
the members, Le., disco, buffet, talks,
ety. Any breakers passing by are wel ~
come to call in for an eyeball.
Keep up the good work.
Sooty (I. G. Nelson)

way, if you 're passing through, come
along. You 'll be made welcome.

The Eden Valley .
Breakers' Club

have changed our eyeball night from
Wednesday to Thursday night.

I would like to mention our local CB
club in your Club Spot in your maga~
zlne .
It is called The Eden Valley
Breakers' Club and meets every three
weeks at The Grapes Inn, The Sands,

Trigger (PRO)

Oldham Breakers'
Social Club
I wish to inform your magazine of
some changes in our club. First, we

appeals was so great that there was
enough money to kit them out com~
pletely and still have some left over for
further use.
Our SOCial side is very good and with

Our membership is now 299 and
still growing.
We also have a rescue group in the

Oldham area called Base 13. They
monitor channel 9 AM and hop'e soon

to start on FM .
Rifleman (Secretary)
continued . ..
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MODEL MM27
High Quality 100 Watt
Matcher
Price £7.95 (P&P £1)

MODEL P27·1
High Quality Pre·Amps
Model P 27-1
'price £14. 95 (P&P £2)
Model P27 (with MTR)
Price £25.31 (P&P £3)
MODEL DL 150
150 Watt RF Dummy Load
Power Meter
(150 Walt Max.) Price £39 (P&P £2)

MODEL M27
'High Power Matcher
Handles 500 Walts both
reduc ing SWR and TVI
(acts as a Band Pass Filter)
Price £11.90 (P&P £2)

Very High Power Mobile
Amplifier Top of the range
140W FM 400W SSB
(not suitable for Base
Loaded Ants !)
Price £119 P&P £4)
MODEL V2
2 Way Ant.
Switch
Price £4 .81
(P&P £1)

MODEL BV 2001
High Power Mains Linear
Top of the range
Power Amplifier capable
of over 1 KW SSB
(with built in Pre-Amp.)
Price £299 (P&P £8)

MODEL 500
SWR Watt Meter
Fu ll range of high quality
SWR Meters (All 3-200MHz)
Model 101 Price £13.71 (P&P £2)
Model 201 Price £16.97 (P&P £3)
Model 500 Price £29 .75 (P&P £4)

MODEL TM 1000
1 KW Matcher
Combined Matcher SWR/Power
Meter and 2 way Ant. Switch
Price £39.95 (P&P £5)
MODEL B 30
Mobile Power Amplifier
25W FM or SOW SSB
Price £15.44 (P& P £2)

MODEL V4
4 Way Ant.
Switch
Price £6.88
(P&P £1)

MODEL BV 131
Mains Power Amplifier
100W FM 200W SSB
Price £84.53 (P&P £8)

Other Linear Amps available:B70 - 70W FM 120W SSB
Price £39.95 (P& P £2)
B150 - 100W FM 180W SSB
Price £57.50 (P&P £2)
B35 - Switchable Version B30
Price £19.25 (P&P £2)

SAME DAY DESPATCH
ON OUR HOTLINE
0705662145
Simply 'phone - quoting Barclay or Access
number 10f immedia te despatch of items
listed. Send £1 fOf our ful/lists and colour
brochure and receive
8 £2 voucher against you r firs! purchas9.
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Sierra Hotel DX Club,
Rosslngton
I am writing to tell you of the newlyformed club listed above. The club
meets In the Station Hotel (the '125')
In Polo Town, that Is Rosslngton, at
8.15pm on Wednesdays and we have
a good club meeting AND social night
each time.
Since the club was formed, we have
Increased our membership though
because of the limits of space we will
have to close the membership at
around 50/75. The club Is called the
Sierra Hotel OX Club for obvious reasons and there is a small membership

and attendance fee paid by all club
members.
All members are given a club card
(numbered) and we issue a certificate
to all members who qualify for them in
obtaining the required number of OX

Anyone who is Interested In joining

emergency, call for a Thames 9 moni-

is more than welcome to turn up at the

tor and If you need Information or Just
a rat chet, don't call 1-4 for a copy,
shout for a Wobbly Breaker.
10-10, wobble-wobble, we gone.
The Preacher (Secretary)

club meeting night (with regard to
space and limit on final numbers) and
we do accept a few visitors on club
night, too.
A final word and that Is the club Is
NOT limited to the local area only for
Its members as we already have mem-

bers from places like Owston Ferry
and Pontefract, with enquiries from

Rotherham and Sheffield too.
The address to write to for informa-

tion (please Include a sae) is The
Secretary, 20 Grangefield Avenue,
Rossington, South Yorkshire ON 11
OLS or phone (0302) 868291.

Wobbly Breakers Club
(Ncwquay)
The WBC has been formed because

copies, e.g., 10 copies, 20 copies, 30

we felt there was a need for an AM
club in our area. Although some mem-

copies, over the club month and year

bers use the 'Legal(?) UK FM', we are

plus use of club PO Box.
We use 41 hi-band as a club channel and 50 hi-band as the OX breaking

all genuine AM breakers.
We are not interested in the AM-FM
war, we fight for the recognition of the
'Worldwide accepted frequencies'.
Each member is a member of the
'Thames 9' monitoring service and the
Newquay area will be monitored for
10-33's. So, remember, we welcome
all breakers to our area. If you have an

channel. Also we have trips planned to
the coast and this, together with a pro-

jected monthly SOCial night and a buffet disco dance, means that the social
and family side of things is not being

neglected.

Bandtown Breakers Club
Bandtown

Breakers

Club

(Brig-

house, West Yorkshire) was formed
over a year ago and breakers have

met regularly since at the Grove Inn
Motel, Eiland Road on a Tuesday
night. Membership is relatively small

but active and the club and elected
members meet once a month.
The original idea of the club was to
provid e legal aid to breakers, should a
member be busted. Fortunately, this
was never required since we try to
sort out any problems ourselves -

without the aid of Busby. Legalisat ion
has changed the ideas and the club is
now open to both AM and FM
breakers. We intend to be more socially base d while continuing with
charity work which has been very successful in the past.
Anyone interested in joining should

shout for Peacemaker, Lady C or
Rugby Special or just co me to the
eyeball - there's no charge, only for
the beer. We'll be happy to see you.

Rugby Special (Secretary)

WE DON'T NEED TO COMPARE OUR AERIALS
WITH OUR COMPETITORS' MODELS

WE SIMPLY OUTPERFORM THEM

27
SkipMaster®

Delta

BASE STATION AERIAL
A PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION AERIAL

ASK YOUR RETAILER FOR FURTHER DETAILS
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If you want the

best rig, antenna,
swrmeter, ~
.ower supply,
mike, linear,~
~
mount,
homebase,
~ \
.::I ~ • \~ "\ct~: \ or fi~ting,
our's are ,f\ ii.':' ~'J\
almost certainly thef'k
cheapest,& better~
'
yet,t here s an . ~.*:,
~O~ dealer
I~,~:, .
wIthIn a few
.~~~,:~;\, \
miles of where you're
standing.
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First in the NORTH
First in CB
Competitions - Games
Free Hamburger
CB Exhibitors' Stands
Barbecue - Pig Roasting
Disco - Balloon Race
Children's Rides
Guest Celebrities
Have a day to remember
on SATURDAY, 21 AUGUST, 1982
from 10.30am
Advance Tickets:
£2.50 Adults, £1.50 Children
Tel: (0325) 480342
Please supply"" " """ adults tickets at £2,50 each/
. ........... . . children 's tic kets at £ 1.50 each.
I en c lose c heque/ PO for . . .................. .
Name . ............... . ........ . • . ..•....•...• . .. • ...• . ..

Look for this sign
~ inthe
~ window
of any of our 2438
dealers throughout
the U.K., or ring
OO!:- 0476 76928

Addre ss ........•...•...... . .......•.... • ...•...•... • ...

CB CLUB BLOCK BOOKING
Clubs with 10 or more members only £2 25 each
Please supply"" " " " " " " " , ti ckets at £2,25 each,
I en c lose. cheque / PO for ................... .
Secretary ...... .. ........... . ..•...•.... . ...• , .. . . , , .. . .
Club " " " " " " ". ",." , . ", . ", . " " " " " " . ",. " "
Address ......••...•...•.. •. ..• • ...•... • ... .• ...•... • ..•

........... ........ ..... .... .... ...... .... .......
Cheques and PO's payable to Yorks & Lan es Exhibitions
Ltd. Please send to address above.
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worthy
prize
for Stick] nsect

A new rig for 'Golf Whiskey Hotel' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - When the 1982 CB Show advance
ticket number prizewinners were
drawn, we had no idea that the first
prize had been awarded to such a
wort hy w inner. The prizewinner t urned
out to be 12-year-old Stephen Pratt,
fro m Bloxham in Oxfordshire. Stephen
is one of 20 children , from difficult
sit uations, who stay at Godswell
House ch ildren's centre, under the
supervision of Rod Smallman. Rod,
who is better known as Ch ildminder,
brought Stickinsect (Stephen) and a
mini bus full of the other chi ldren
down to the Wembley Show for an
Easter outing. The ch ildren have been
using CB radio since 2 November last
year when it was legal ised, utilising
the station handle Golf Whiskey Hotel
to retain their anonymity.
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A valuable asset
Stephen is a quiet, shy you ng lad.
His interest in CB radio has started t o
bring him out of his shell, so much so
in fact that during th e ex treme weather co nditions earlier thi s year,
Stephen was at the ce ntre of a network relaying val uable information on
road and weat her co ndi tions t o motorists snowbou nd in the nearby villages.
Stephen's help was so va luable in
this instance that the local newspaper
caught wind of it and published the
story.
Stephen has proved to be a va luable asset to the CB com munity and it
is fitting that h e should b e presented
with a rig of his own. It was with great
pleasure, t herefore, that we pres-

ented Stephen with a Ma xco m 4E
transceiver and a bo x of CB goodies
such as T-shirts, patches, hats, diaries
and, of cou rse, back copies of CB
Radio Magazine. To comp lement ou r
presentation, Sparky, from Banbury
CB Centre, presented Stephen with a
power supply, which with the antenna
hastily put up by Childminder the day
before co mpleted his ·home-base set
up.
It is only left fo r us to wish Stephen
many years of well-deserved happiness from his CB radio and to ask
breakers in the Banbury area to give
Stickinsect and his friends, Charlie
Brown, Snai l, Lookalike (I and II),
Smasher, Fishmonger, Winkle Picker,
Swindon Cowboy and lipstick, a ca ll
at Golf Whiskey Hote l.
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Another

CB EXTRA!
FABULOUS FRONTS

ONLY

£39.00

Western •••

(INC. VAT)

Winner .

FRONT-END ADD-ON DIY KITS
FOR GREATER FUN FRO M YOUR RIG
FU NN Y TA LKER

REVERB UNIT
Enhances the spacious Quality 0
your transmUted voice and at full
setting can produce thai Mo nster
From-The-Deep effect! With contro
oller reverb, echo and balance.
KIT C8-122 £22.29

SPE ECH PROCESSOR

e "COMPACT 40"!

Dramatically Improves th e Intelligibility of speech transmissions. This
Is the unit that so many breakers
are using and talking about across
the country!
KIT C8-11 0 £ 13.98

LOOK AT IT'S 'COMPACT' SIZE !
LOOK AT IT'S 'COMPACT' PRICE!

MUSICAL CALL SlGN

COUPLED WITH HIGH PERFORMANCE.
IF YOU CAN'T FIT THIS RIG. YOU CAN'T FIT ONE AT ALL!

*

*

*

*

*

*

LOOKING FOR AN ANTENNA ROTATOR?
We have the BEST BUYI Our WE 1145 at £34.95
FOR MASTS. AERIALS. TELESCOPIC TOWERS
AND MOST ACCESSORIES

Program your own Individual a·
note call sign. Push-button operated lor use w hen you want.
KIT C 8·121 e16.41

*

VOIC E SCR AM BLER
For coding or decoding speech signals for greater transmission secu'
rity.
KIT CB-!!7 £22 .58

"Western"

VOICE OPERATE D SWITCH
Avoid the danger and Inconvenience of hand -held mobUe tran smission by lelling you r voice do the
switchIng for youl
,
KIT CB-123 £ 1 6:!1
Kits include electronic components, printed circuit board, assembly
inst ructions and metal box. Prices ,
Include pap and VAT @I 15%' 1
E.&O.E. Subject to stock. Terms
mail order CWO or collection by
appointment. Access & BarClaY I
accepted. Send SAE for further
details of these great kits.
patch usually 7 days on all ex-slock
Items.

PHONOSONICS

JUST PHONE YOUR ORDER INI

Western Electronics (UK) Ltd

DEPT CR28, 22 HIGH STREET, SIDCUP,
KENT DA14 6EH 01-3026184 Mon-Fri

FAIRFIELD ESTATE. LOUTH. LiNes LN11 OJH
Tel: Louth (0507) 604955

RO GER TWO GO NG
For posit ive Ind ication of t rans'
mIssion end when microphone
switch Is released.
KIT CB· 126 £14.72

D.-

BREAKERS. BEST BUYS ARE AT
ACCESS-VISA CARDS ACCEPTED .

Modified ring modulator for fa scinating metallic and modulated quattty to your voice. KIT CB-99 £18~3 l!

Telex: 56121 WEST G

FOUNDED 1972. A DECADE OF DESIGN AND DELIVERY!

HOU~S O F OPf:NING: MON·FRI 9-12. 1-5. SAT 9-12

ii;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::8::::::::::::::::::::::::w.::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::,:z,::t:

G.C.B. LTD.
DO YOU WANT ORIGINAL
COMPONENTS AT THE RIGH T PRIC E?
TH EN EYE BALL THESE PO PULAR
COMPONENTS:
2se 1306 ....... .. .. . ....... . .. ... ....... ..... ... £1. 10
2Se 1307 ..... ......... .................. . ....... £1.95
2Se 1226 .......................................... 95p
2SC 495 ......... ... .......... ........ .... ......... 95p
2SC 2086 .......... .... .... ... ...... .. . .. ........ .. 60p
2SC 20 .. ....... .. .......... .... .. .. .. .. .. . .... .. ... 20p
TA 7205AP ...... . . . .... .. ..... .. ..... .. . ... . ....... 90p
MB 37 12 ...... . ..... .. ........ ................. . . £2.50

Other components available on request.
Prices including VAT - send payment with order to:

REAR OF 1A
EAST DULWICH ROAD
LONDON SE22. TEL: 01-299 2955

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
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Electricity
easy
Understanding rectifier circuits by Spotty Dog
Last month's article showed that
there were big advantages to using
AC electricity in the National Grid sys·
tem. That's OK so far as it goes but
electronic equipment won 't run on AC.
The flow of electricity round transistor
circuits has to be a steady one·way
DC flow, just like the current from a
battery.
So. apart from dropping the mains
voltage down to a reasonable level for
a rig by using a transformer, a power
supply unit has to change this AC
electricity Into DC. There are other
times when it helps to change AC to
DC, like when you need to separate
the radio signal from the modulation
in a receiver or when a meter needs to
measure an AC voltage. The electronic circuits and parts used in all
these CBses are very similar and are
called rectifier circui ts.

Valves
The flow of electricity round a circuit
is very like the flow of water in pipes.
DC electricity is a straightforward,
steady flow one way round the circuit.
AC electricity is a back and forwards
'sloshing' of electricity in the wires.
Obviously, what is needed to turn AC
into DC is a non-return valve, like you
sometimes get in ce ntral heating systems. Fig. 1 shows the sort of simple

flap-valve that Is used to stop backflow in water pipes.
During the first half of this century,
the only sort of electronic component
that could do this with electricity was

a valve. That is where the name came
from . Except for special Jobs where a
lot of power has to be handled, valves
are almost never seen nowadays
because of the invention of silicon
diodes. Even so, It's worth studying
valves for a bit because it shows up an
interesting mistake that the scientists
have made.

Blunder
A valve is a glass bottle with no air In
it, containing a hot wire aE'ld a metal
plate a few millimetres apart. (That's
about Y4i n. in English). The wire is kept
hot by passing an electric current
through it. This heater current has
nothing to do with the way that the
valve works electricalTy, 'it's just a
handy way of keeping the wire hot.
Scientists knew that when something gets hot it sprays off bits of subatomic stuff called electrons, so it
ought to be poss ible to co llect them
on the plate. This idea worked and it
turned out that the electrons were
what made an electric current. BUT,
the current was going the wrong way.
The electric current seems to go from
the plate to the hot wire according to
the rule "Electricity flows from positive tb negative". When they discovered that the real flow was electrons going from negative to positive,

there were a lot of red faces.
The real mistake had been made
years before in deciding which end of
a battery to call pos itive. The wrong
end had Deen picked. It's too late to
change everything now, so it's been
left the wrong way round in all the
books and will probably stay like that
for ever. It doesn't make much difference, anyway, except In very special
cases. Just remember that although
we always show electricity going from
positive to negative in diagrams, it
really goes the other way.

Silicon diodes
Because these electrons can only
move from the hot wire to the plate but
not the other way, the valve will only
let electricity go through it one way. In
th is sort of simple valve there are two
electrodes (the hot wire and the plate)
so it Is called a diode (dl
two).
The name 'diode' has stuck so that
we call any sort of one-way electronic
component a diode. That 's a pity, it
ought to be called a valve but the ·
glass bottle things got called valves
even though they weren't all one-way
diodes.
A silicon diode is usually a little .
black cylinder, about V.i n. to 1in. long.
It has a white ring round It at one end
and a wire sticking out at both ends.
Electricity can go In at the plain end
and out at the end with the ring round
it but it can't go the other way. (Fig.

=
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FIg. 1. On.-way wote-r volve.
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Sticking a diode in an electric circuit
will stop the backward part of an alternating current and just let the forward
part through. The ele ctrical symbol for
a diode is an arrow head showing the
direction of flow with a bar to show
that electricity can't go back the other
way. (Fig. 2 b).
That's all there is to it. Different sizes
of diode are made that can handle
more or less current or stand different
amounts of back pressure without
breaking down. Most of them are
marked with a series of numbers and
letters ~o identify the particular type.
For example, type 1 N4004 can take
one amp of current or stand a reverse
voltage of 400V before burning out.
Apart from the black plastic tube
kinds, there are glass ones and a few
other odd shapes that you might meet
occasionally.
If you want to know how a diode
'really' works, how the electrons move
in the silicon crystal, etc., you'll have
to look it up in a book. It's a complicated business and there isn't room to
go into it here. Anyway, it doesn't matter. You don't have to understand the
dynamic properties of steel and rubber composite structures to change a
tyre. The same is true of electronics.

Ag.2.

(b)

Electrical symbol for a diode

v

V

(a)

(c)

Voltage fed into diode

Voltage coming out of diode
(b)

IN

OUT

o

Q

FIg. 3. Holf-wove rectifier.

The chop
Suppose there is an electric circuit
being fed with AC electricity from the
mains. The voltage at the input to the
circuit will be swinging up and down
50 times a second like in Fig. 3a. If a
diode is put into the circuit (Fig. 3b)
the voltage after the diode will only
swing up and down as in Fig. 3c. rhe
bottom half of the 'wave' is cut off
because the electricity can't flow
backwards. This sort of rectifier circuit"
is called a half-wave rectifier.
All rectifier circuits give a jerky output that has to be smoothed out
before it can be used but the halfwave rectifier is the worst. That means
a complicated smoothing circuit has
to follow it and takes up a lot of room .
A better sort of modern rectifier is the
full-wave bridge circuit.
To understand how the bridge circuit works, it will help to examine Fig.
4a. Imagine that the AC input voltage
is on the first part of its cycle, so that
the electricity is being pushed into
wire A and sucked out of wire B.
The electric current goes along to
the top of the diamond-shaped
arrangement of diodes where it finds a

(0)

choice of two paths. One of the paths
is blocked, though , because the diode
in the wire is the wrong way round .
The electricity has no choice at all, it
has to go to wire O. Then it has to
travel along wire D because the only
other route is blocked again. After it
has gone through the rest of the circuits in the rig, the current comes
back along wire E to the diamond. It
has a choice to go into wire A or wire B
ihrough the two other diodes but,
because wire B is the one being
sucked, that's the way it goes.
Now look at Fig. 4b. The situation in
the second half of the cycle is different. The electricity is being pushed
into wire B instead of A but, when it
gets to the diamond, it can only go
through one of the diodes and finds itself going out ALONG WIRE D AGAIN.
No matter which way the electricity
goes into the diamond, it always goes
out along D and back along E.
A full wave bridge circuit takes the
backward gOing part of the AC cycle
and turns it round to go forwards. The
result is a lot less lumpy than the halfwave rectifier output.

(b)

A

A

-

')...::.==~.:.,

D

Rig

Rig

B

D

•
E

Electricity gOing forwards

..

L_----..:~====__.J IE
Electricity going backwards

F1g. 4. Full-wove bridge reetlfler.
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A European roundup
Hallo everybody, how're you doing?
OK?
If you care to read past this Intro·
duction, you 'll see that this month's
reports are predominantly UK and
European. I'll expla in the reason
behind th is further on.
First off, let's talk frequencies. Just
exactly what is meant by "Club stand·
by channel Is .. ." or "Club X monitors
frequency . . ," and so on?
The idea is quite a simple and sometimes a very workable one. The theory

Is that If club me mbers fire up on the
specified frequency It Is hoped that
they will hook up with other members
of the same club, either locally or
internationally. Some clubs,in fact, not

only specify a particular frequency but
even the best days to give it a wh lrll
An example of this is the India Bravo
Group of Borlaenge, Sweden. The IB
Group uses 26.605, 805, 905, 27.505,
705 and 805 USB as club standby fre·
quencies with the er11phasis on Saturday and Sunday operating. As I say,
the theory is fine but does It work in
pract ice? Well, of course it will but like

everything e lse concerning 11 -metre
OX, it will only work if you make it
work. What is meant by work? Well,
immediately springing into mind are
the standards of call sign, courtesy
and techniqu e. If you are thinking
about working a recognized DX club
frequency, always use the club call
sign and unit no. allocated to yourself
and be courteous to oth er users on
the frequency. Re member, when all is
said and done, no club can lay claim to
a frequency and last but not least,
when you are using your club call sign,
try to keep your radio technique up to
scratch. After all, if you think well
enough of your club to use their call
sign, try and be a cred it to the group,
not a discredit. Which brings us back
once again to the $64,000 question
"But does it really work?". Using the
India Bravo club as an example again,
between the middle of November
1981 and the middle of March 1982,
Club President UlF 11B1 has to my
knowledge recorded more than 20
QSO's with his UK pal, Vic 11 IB4 of
Plymouth, courtesy of club fre·
quencies. Pretty good going and
proof, I think, that club frequencies
used correctly can and do work. To

give you a chance at working some of
the more regular club frequencies, I'll
list a few each month, starting from
NOWI
DX/QSl cJub monltcrtng frw:qucnd ••
Sorn Free OSL/sse Club World WIde. Athol
SprIngs, NY, USA. 27.405 use.
Echo Charlie Inl. OX Group. Frederlcla, Den·
mark. 27.525 LSB.
Long Island Skip Shooters. Selden, NY Siale,
USA 27.635 LSB.
Snowmans Club. Reykjavik, Iceland. 27.385,
795, 985 LSB.
SIerra Della Sideband Club. Call1ornla, USA
27.605 LSB.

Speaking of frequencies, I must give
you an update on the IllEGAL FRE·
QU ENCY OPERATORS of Gadsden,
Alabama. I had a nice chat with
Randall IFO 1 a wee while back and
he gave me the latest on the group.
First off, the group is no longer
known as Illegal Frequency Operators
but as ' INTERNATIONAL Freq. Op.
There are several reasons for this.
Firstly, so many international opera·
tors have requested unit numbers that
it se emed appropriate to change the
name to Int. and last but not least,
Uncle Charlie just didn't take kindly to
the name Illegal Freq. Op. Seem s like
the FCC turns a blind eye to a lot of
illegal frequency operations but when
you actually come out in the open and
begin flaunting the fact that you're an
illegal freq. op. via a call sign, well,
Uncle draws the line there. A friendly
word soon warned Randall that he
was walking on dangerous territory
via the club name, so sadly it had to be
changed. luckily, Int. Freq. Op. seems
very appropriate and it does sort of
imply the same idea without actually
stating it and, most important, the call
sign stays the same. The name Is not
the only ~i ng to change, the club it·

It",

The
Sconbh ond Welsh Dirty Doodler cordspo,."tIol collKfou' Items.

self has changed. In order to accom·
modate the new members' requests,
Randall has made available rosters
($5.00), patches ($1 .50), rubber stamps
($6.00), cap ($7.00) and QSl cards
($25.00 per 1,000). As you can see,
IFO has joined the ranks of the big'
time OX clubs. Thankfully, though,
Randall and the rest of the working
committee are still the same old
bunch of great blokes with the same
ideas on radio use. Kindness, courtesy, friendliness and good operating
procedures. Randall is always keen to
hear from other radio operators, you'll
still catch him at PO Box 77, Gadsden,
Alabama 35902.
It seems that the gap between ama'
teurs and CB'ers is stili as wide as
ever. The other month, Station Golf
Lima, operating out of Co. Tyrone, N.
Ireland, was having a fine QSO on the
28MHz band with a rad io amateur out
on the Gulf of Mexi~o . E y erything_w~s
going fine until Golf Lima disclosed
his CB status. Sadly, the Inevitable
happened. Mexico pulled the plug and
went QRTI
There's some fine new OX clubs
popping up just recently. If you live
around the Chesterfield area, look in
at the Spital Hotel on alternate Sundays, I.e., 11 July, 25 July, 8 August,
etc. The Delta November Int. OX Club
will be holding their regular fortnightly
meeting and you'll be made welcome.
It's a good night out, making a nice
change from washing up the Sunday
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tea things. If yo~ can't make it but
would like further details, drop a line
to PO Box 13, Alfreton, Derby or, alternatively, give a shout on club frequen-

cies 27.495 USB, 27.495 LSB or
27.075 LSB requesting a OSO with a
Delta November operator. I'm sure it
won't take you long to find one. Incidentally, use of ,the post box is not
restricted to club members only. Cost

to members for use of PO Box is £2.50
per annum, non members pay £3.00. A

nice gesture by the club and it could
well prove the answer to your DX AD
problem.
Good news now from the Whiskey

Delta Charlie Int. DX Club of Wakefield. A new addition to the club package is a DX log book. Although not on
the application form, the log book is
now sent out to every new member
with his club package. A very nice

extra.
Something of interest now for Dirty

Doodler collectors. The first Scottish
and Welsh DO cards are now ready
and willing to go out into the big, bad
world, courtesy of Calum 'The Yankee'
Anderson and John and Angela
'Urban Cowboy and Delta Lady'
Leonard. Check out the OSL list for
their full AD's. Although they are black
'n' white cards, this in no way detracts
from their desirability nor the undeni-

able fact that they are firsts and thus
very important collectors' cards. I
must also thank John for info
regarding the DD four-parter card
which I mentioned last time around.
John very kindly phoned me with the
necessary info regarding DO 952 , 953

and 954. Thanks very much, I'm really
grateful for your help. Speaking of
Dirty Doodler, what do you reckon to
the new Cooky OSL's? In my opinion,
they are the only UK cards which can
begin to be compared with DO and
Sundown collectors cards. They really
are good. especially the new and
exciting colour photo series. I was all
set t~e other month to have a photo
series card done but decided at the
last minute to spend the money on my
ill-fated Colonel FR360. In retrospect,
I wish I had gone in for the cards. At
least I would still have something to
show for my moneyl As it happens, I'll
be featuring Papa Bravo Group some
time in the future . However, I can't
pass PB by without saying that Andy
'Edbanger' Cookson and Ken 'The
Red Lion' Wheeler work 100% for the
club. If you ever come across a Papa
Bravo application, read it and 'you 'll
see a very good club package. In fact,
a good club to join.
News from Norway Amateurs is
always worth listening to. At long last,
NAC has decided upon a club frequency or as Andy (NAC Pres.) calls it,
a house channel. NAC'ers can now
(with a wee bit of luck) hook up with
each other on 27.485 USB. Actually
anybody can hook up with anybody on
27.485 USB. No one owns the airwaves but it's nice to know the possibilities of meeting fellow NAC'ers are
increased by using the club frequency. Another way in which NAC'ers
can chat to each other is via the NAC
Cassette Club. NAC'ers interested in
exchanging cassette letters are advised
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all

The- Dirty Doodler 'four porter' for the Sandcosfle QSl Swap Club, 'Keep In Touch' QSl Club. Super Stinky
QSl Swap Club and the Kia Oro QSl Club.

to get in touch with Andy for registration. Don't forget to mention which
language(s).
OK, here's a little bit of an update on
Outlaw Int. Unil No. 8998 was Issued
recently to James in Queenstown,
Republic of South Africa. There are
now 416 Outlaws in the UK (not counting XYL's). It's getting bigger 'n' better all the time, folks. InCidentally,
Richard and Sharon will be visiting the
UK, hopefully in June 1983. I don't
know if they'll manage it but they're
hoping to meet as many Outlaws as
possible. They've promised to drop In
and see me, that's something I'm
looking forward to very much. For the
benefit of all UK Outlaws, here's a personal message from Richard: ''Tell
everyone in the UK, Turtle in Rocket
City, Huntsville, Alabama said 'Hi and
to keep on fighting for the freedom of
the air on that II-metre band'. Also a
special hallo and thanks for the great
aso's to Dave in Bucks and Eric in
Oxfordshire. Until next time, best
wishes to you all from a Rebel in the
Heart of Dixie but we're all just Yanks
to you."
What a smashing bloke, I'm certainly looking forward to my lightning
Hello and Goodbye next yearl Last
word from Richard refers to the old
DX'ing saying "Keep him in the air". I
knew the saying well, I loved the
sound of if but I was always in the dark
. as to its meaning. Among several
explanations offered by Richard, the
one I like best is the following. "When
CB really took off StateSide, especially l1-metre DX, word spread around
the American amateur radio networks
that they (the amateurs) were going to
'bury' us (the CB'ers), and that we
would not last because we knew
nothing about radio. Well, between
them, the amateurs and the FCC have
indeed tried to bury the 11-metre
DX'er but there's no way that we'll lie
down. We'll keep on fighting for the
right of free air for everyone, no matter how far it goes. In fact, till the day
we die, which is the only way that
they'll ever bury us and even then
we'll not lie down! So the saying came
about 'keep him (the CB'er) in the air

(waves)'. The stamp which compliments the saying is ACE. It sums It all
up 10-0%.
Jim and Marian (Duke and Duchess)
Glavin, President and Vice-President
of Big Ben DX Club, must have hearts
as big as Big Ben Itself. After several
false starts and disappointments
regarding a -regu'lar me~tlng piace for
Big Benners, Jim and MaMan'de'ctd'ed
that the only thing to do was to throw
open their doors to club members.
With over 750 members, it could prove
to be quite hectic. Not content with
issuing the invifation to members, the
invitation was extended to members'
families, The main topiC under disc;ussion was a regular and reliable
meeting place. For fhe sake of Jim
and Marian's floorboards, I hope a reliable venue was found.
How much importance do you
attach to club rubber stamps? To a
certain extent, they are the initial contact with DX/ OSL clubs and should,
therefore, be if not Interesting at least
eyecatching. Sierra Victor Int. DX/OSL
Club stamp certainly comes Into this
category. How? By virtue of the sheer
size of it, that's howl It's one of the biggest club stamps I've ever seen.

Initially formed as a breakaway club
within the Soar Valley Breakers Club
at the back -end of 1981, Sierra Victor
. Int. was very quickly able to stand 0"
its own feet and be recognized as
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such. Run by Peter (Sidewinder)
Breed, OTH of Sierra Victor is 43
Greedon Ris e, Sil eby, Leicester LE 12
7TE. Membe rship fee of Sierra Vi cto r
Is £6.00 plus 10-15 of you r persona l
OSL cards. Th e club package co ntains
an interesting selection of goodquality goodies including the wonderful stamp, club OSL cards, 10 card and
a blank cassette tape. The first 25
members also received a special gift.
Seeing as I'm unit 012C, I happily
qualified for this item. The gift turned
out to be a Charlie an.d Oi Wedding
Crown, which I thought was rather
nice. Ava ilable as an extra item is the
club newspaper. Subscription to the
four times a year newsletter Is £2.00.
Also available on the Interesting extra
items lis t are T-shirts, cassette tapes,
ca r stickers, rubber stamps and so on.
Perhaps the most Interesting it em
avaliabl e is the discount which Peter
can arrange on a holiday in Cornwall.
For fuli details of th is you 'll have to get
in tou c h w ith Peter yourse lf. All in ali a
genuine c lub run in an efficient manner by SV001 - Peter Breed. So if a
stamp that will fill up half your card in
one go is what you're looking for, give
a thought to Sierra Victor and their
Goliath stampl
Well, that just about gets me to the
end of this month 's bits and pieces.
On e last piece of earth ' shattering
news. I am no longer PRO for EIOXC.
No arguments, animosity or nastiness
brough t this about, just sheer pressure of work. I had to cut various
things out of my routine and, unfortunately, EIOXC was one of them. Naturally, I will still answer queries or pass
them over to Lez but I am no longer
associated in any official capacity.
So, why a predominance of Euro·
pean and UK reporting, yo u' re saying
to yourself. The reason is, next month I
wa nt to devote the greater part of mYarticle to a particular club and may
not, therefore, have room for any UK
reporting . Hence the large amou nt of
it this time around. The next question I
can hear you asking is 'Wha t club?'. A
special treat is in store for you, I prom·
Ise. One of the wo rld's greatest OX/
OSL cha racters and his club, Tom
Sowden and Keep in Touc h Club of
New York. KIT is one of the world's
supreme clubs.
Th e c lub's name alone sums up just
what OX/OSL'l ng is all about. Tom, by
the way, is the originator of perhaps
the most famous OX/OSL sayi ng of all
time:
"If you ca n't use the mic, use the
ma il".
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KIT also has a thriving UK cha pter
but full in forma tion next time around.
Till nex t tim e, take care and my best
reg ard s to you all. Just thoug ht on,
pl enty of OX Info kits left for anybody'
th at wants th em.
Ta, ta, Charlie Hotel Echo India 25
clear.
"Keep him in the air."

1....... 1 as&. Utt
Bob Toreaux
Kees • Koamobt
32 Byron Street
PO Box 2137
Bulimba
15600 CA Eindhoven
Queensland 4171
Netherlands
Austral!!,
(Highly recommanded
&CHI card)
Helen M. Griffiths
(Black Phantom Lady)
Gerard Laird
CCBR
(The Tyrone noer)
PO Box 4095
20 LOUQhview Gardens
Station 0
CoaUsland
Co. Tyrone
Hamilton
Ontario
N. Ireland
L8V 4L5
(Trades souve ni,
John & Angela
spoons 1'4· 1)
Leonard
(Urban Cowboy &
Calum Anderson
Delta lady)
(The Yankee)
4 Wyndham Sireet
218 Hamillon Road
Penygraig
Mount Vernon
Rhondda
Glasgow
South Wales
Scotland
(First 00 card In
G3290U
Wales 00 1016)
(First 00 card In
Scolland 00991)
No. 952
Abdul Relbudden
Oirly Doodler 4-paner
Kia Ora OSL Club
No 951 Ion Schroder
PO Box 38579
Sandcaslle OSl Club
Petone
PO Box 167
New Zealand
Pacific BeSCh
Washington 98571
No. 954
USA
Harry W. Hertz
Super Stinky OSL Club
No. 953 Tom Sowden
PO Box 286"
Keep In Touch
06750 Kal&er1autern
PO Box 61
Wesl G«many
Richmond HIIJ
New York 11419
USA

News, views, comme nts. QSL swaps
and request s to Charlie Hotel, 3 West
Street, Tyne and Wear SR3 1 EU .

Cha rUe Hotel
Echo India 25
Peter SCe25
PO BoIC 18
A 1023 Vienna
Austria

Ken Jasmine CB t"8
PO Box 819
Franc{slown
Botswana

_.

J

Ferg Eddy SC508
10 Merritt Street
Whakatane
New Zealand

(Superman)
PO Box 113·15535
Belrul
Lebanon

John Brown SC664
42 Owen Sireet
Newtown
Welllngion
New Zealand

Tom ACOO7
PO 80)( 350
Tal Po

NT

Hong Kong
Philippe
(Coyote 72)
Box 183
2035 CorceUa
Switzerland

Maf'lola
(MeC's)
PO lox 151
Melll,a
Morocco
North Africa

Gianni (Zapata)
PO Box 20
400 11 AnIola E
'9ologna
Italy

,"on
(Snowman .5)
PO 80x 9104
129 ReykJavik
Iceland

M~uel Sanchez
Apdo Poalal 52·731
Mexico 15. OF
M••lco

Alain
(Sierra Charlie 662)
PO Box"
17600 Medls
France

Eti9ardo $anniento
PO BoJC 151059
Bogota DE
Colombia
South America

Hiroshi Yamada
25E35
856 Nl9h'ahlmolo
Kofu 400
Japan

Randy Unit 109
PO Box 122
Warburton

Jon
(Sierra Charlie 871)
Sox 40
Eyrarbakka
820 Iceland

iii<.
Wortdwkte ......
Well, alwa,;,a glad to hear from rMete,. of thiS
column. Let me know how the Oll( " .. ~n,
what countries you've been hearing and whet
kind of OSL returns you've been gelling. My
own experiences with CSL'lng "'an been
good The hardasl countrl. . to get returns from
have been Mexico, CentJIII America and South
Americe All 01 my conlaet. say Ihey CSl but
only one out of every 10 do. I hope 'hat
Humphry over In St. Johnston and Martin
,A.C35In BaHymena.lreland will send me their
OSL cards to confirm contact. Anyone wantlf\g
some OSl cards: or IntormaHon on aSL·Jng.
send me an Internatlonsl RePlY Coupon and
your card to Ian Shrader. PO Box 167. Pacific
Beach, Wash. 98571 . USA.
James f8 AT 307
Doddy Hellawan
PO 80x , .. 2 KeV
PO Box 2
80mem
Jakarta· SeI.ten
2880 Belgium
Indon ..l.

3799 Australia
Oon Chapman
PO Box 279
Portland

V1c.
Auatralla 3306
Ken Pettke Unit 921
PO Box 289
0.11 Lawn

"'

80454
Bill Ollerenshaw
(Bigfoot)
266 Waterloo Road
Lower Hult
Wellington
New Zealand

Jon Tomczyk
PO Sox 270
Woodville
50" Soulh Australia
Ralf Wien.tek
PO Box 46
Ls Nucla
Spain
Julio Ayeraa
Estanlsl80
Zeb,Uos 4' 48
187.. V. Oornlnlco
Bueno. Air..
Argentina
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ANOUTSTANdiNG AddiTioN TO'YOUR C.B.UNiT
THE 206 FEATURES BuilT iN MEMORY,
Solid STATE TECHNOloGy, ANd is PROGRAMAblE

EASILY FITTED OR WE WILL FIT FOR YOU
BY RETURN POST
the206 SCANNER

£~4·95

inc p&p and VAT.

206 AdvANTAGES---

----.

. scans all40 channels or any combinatio
of channels. fits all AM-FM CB r~s. 
ideal formobile use hand freeOPP.
Please send me more Information 0
Please send me
206SCANNER(S) I TO TECHTRONICSLTD. 62 IMPERIAL
_ Inc P&P I enclose a cheque I postal order payable to TECHTRONICS
CHAMBERS DALE S1: LIVERPOOL
at £ _

Mersey, side LTD. for £ _ NAME
ADDRESS

~
~

KERNOW
AUDIO

~
~

L25SX. '

NUMBER

•

SIGNATURE

INCREASE YOUR
'TALK POWER'

+

SOUND
WEST COUNTRY
WHOLESALE AND
RETAIL CB SPECIALISTS

'-''''',J'' stocks of full range of accessories
a lways available.
V\I n t l'h out for our sp ecial monthly offers
in local press.

81 MINA RD,
ST. WERBURGHS,
BRISTOL 2
Tel: (0272) 541254
FREE DELIVERY SERVICE IN S. WALES & WEST.

Price inc lusive of VAT & Carriage
£38.18
C. W. O. Barclaycard & Access accepted

BROOKES E LECTRONI C S LTD.
2a Leicester Street , NO RW IC H NR 2 2AS
T e l: 0 603 2 4 573
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It· had been the writer's intention
this month to compare the test
results of typical power supplies
available for use with CB mobile
equipment when used as a base station. During the tests so me very alarming results came to light and this
report is, as a result of those tests,
very different from the one intended.
When one buys a piece of equipment it is reasonable to expect it to
fully meet its published specification
under all normal conditions of use.
Where power supplies are concerned, if one is rated at, say, 13.8
volts at 3 amps it is reasonable to
assume that it will, in fact, deliver
13.8 volts when loaded to 3 amps
and that it will continue to do so continuously. Regretfully, this has not
been found to be the case. Two typical power supplies were obtained
for testing, both are commonly available and retail for around £ 12 to
£16. Now one does not expect a si lk
.purse from a sow's ear but one does
expect complete honesty from the
manufacturer regarding the specification given to the item in question.
As the importers of the power supplies tested have been informed of
the results and one is making all
haste to put things right, no names
wil be given at the present time.
However, this may not always be the
case.
Power supply No. 1 is of Continental manufacture and is rated at
13.8 volts and 3 amps. It is manufactured to pass the British Standards
safety test. As far as the BS tests
were concerned, the writer has been
informed that it does meet the standard required and from its construction has no reason to doubt this. In
fact, it Is a very well-engineered
power supply but, regretfully, it has a
serious design defect regarding its
electronics. Referring to Fig. 1, the
output from the bridge rectifier is
connected to capacitor Cl and this
has the unregulated voltage across
it which then passes to the regulator
ICt. In the case of the power supply
under test, the voltage output from
the bridge rectifier is 31 volts (under
no load conditions) but the capacitor
is only rated at 25 volts working, an
overload in voltage oi 24%! This
means that even with a rig connected it would be ove rloaded most
of the time as in the receive condi-

,

tion most rigs draw very little current. Under these
conditions the capacitor could fail but would most
likely only blow the mains fuse fitted to the power
supply. A more serious condition exists when the
power supply is loaded to its full rated current of 3
amps. Referring to Fig. 2, this shows the output from
a rectifier which consists of a series of halfwave
pulses. The capacitor smooths these out by holding
a charge. It becomes charged up on the voltage
peaks and discharges between the halfwave pulses.
The fluctuation in voltage causes a current to flow
through the capacitor and in the case of the bridge
rectifi er circuit used here will be almost equal to the
load current. In other words, the 'ripple current'
through the capacitor will be about 3 amps. This current causes the capacitor to heat up and it is very
important that the component used is suitable for
the job.
In the power supply under test, the component
fitted was not suitable and from its size was judged
to have a ripple current rating of around 1 amp. This
was proved to be the case because when the power
supply was run at 3 amps load current this component became very, very hot indeed after a short time.
There is absolutely no doubt in the writer's mind that
the capacitor would have blown up after a short
time. The writer has had experience of the results of
this type of blow up. It can range from a mild
spraying of electrolyte onto nearby components
causing possible corrosion to a very loud explosion
capable of buckling a 1 <i-gauge steel panel!
Checking further it was found that this was not a
case of a 'one off' mistake and, in fact, the 10-amp
power supplies by the same manufacturer"had the
same problem, although in this case the voltage was
38 volts across a 30-volt capacitor and 10 amps
ripple with a component of around 2.5 amps rating.
In fact, two of the 10-amp power supplies did blow
up. However, in fairness, these 10-amp supplies
have been withdrawn but the 3-amp one is readily
available.
Apart from this one component, the power supply
is very well constructed and the importers have
been informed of the problem and are making haste
to get things put right. Once this has been done it
should be a very reliable power supply.
The second power supply tested has more serious
design problems and so far the importer has not
commented on the test results. In this case the first
thing that came to light was that the mains transformer is rated at only 220 volt and this is marked on
the front panel, so buyer, beware, it is not suitable
for the UK market! Its output is rated at 13.8 volts
and 5 amps. Because of the 220-volt transformer
running on 240-vo lt mains the output from the transformer is higher by about 9% and this causes the
unregulated supply to be 28 vo lts across a capacitor
rated at 25 volts. Two small-size capacitors are used
and at full load current (5 amps) these get hot. However, there is a much more serious defect. The heatsink used for the regulator pass transistor is far too
small and at 5 amps load cur.rent reached about
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Unregula ted
supply volts
approx. 20 to 30 volts
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bridge rec tifier
(See Fig. S, last
month's issue)

Regula ted
supply volts

I
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IC 1

I
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Output = 13.8 vults

Regu lator IC and/or
transis tor

-r----- C 1
_

L_+_--l4_ ___
Common

Capacitor
cha rges to peak
level

--'.- Output wave

L _ _ _-l.from rec tifier

Capacitor discharges
between pulses to a level
wh ich will depend on load

Ag. 1.
Showing how the voltage from the bridge redlfler appears across the main
smoothing capacitor, (1 . this capacitor MUST have a higher working volrage raring than the actual voltage present, under 'worse case' conditions. It
must also have a suitable 'ripple current' rating, see text.
If the regulator Ie or fronslstor falls (due to Incorred heat sink, for example)
It could allow the FULL unregulated voltage supply to appear at the output
with fatal results for the rig, see text.

Fig. 2.
this shows how the main smoothing capacitor will charge up to the PEAK
voltage output from the rectifier and discharge between pulses. The excess
redffier voltage over the actual voltage present across the capacitor
produces the 'ripple curren( through the capacitor and Is In proportfon to
the load current. With a Drldge rectifier circuit the ripple current Is opproxlmately equal to the load current.

120· C in only five minutes and was still rising rapidly. This could (and almost certainly would) result in
the destruction of the transistor which cou ld put the
full unregulated supply onto the rig. In other words,
instead of 13.8 volts being fed to your rig, you would
get 28 volts! Could be expensive. Further to all this,
this particular design would never get approval by
the British Standards and would need a complete
redesign.
-Now you may be asking why one never hears
about these failures. The fact of the matter is that
when used with a legal CB set these power supplies
are never anywhere near fully loaded. Even when
transmitting the current is only around 1.5 to 2 amps
and then only for short periods of time, so the power
supply is never loaded for long enough to heat it up
to danger point. However, you should expect absolute honesty in published specifications and the
Trade Description Act was brought into being to
ensure just that. If the specification says 13.8 volts
at 3 amps, you are entitled to get just that, without
the unit breaking down. The writer suspects that
some manufacturers have fallen foul of the numbers
game, trying to claim better figures than the competition, a situation that happens in other countries
without any restrictions but in the UK it is illegal to
make false claims . But unless you complain about
these misleading specifications you will continue to
get them. It's up to you, the CB'er, to complain loud
and clear if goods don 't meet their published specifications. BUT, do be sure of your facts, often the item
of equipment is perfectly OK and with an honest
speCification but simply unsuitable. Even so, if you
were told it was suitable, the same Trades Description Act applies.
Coming back to the two power supplies tested,
the first is almost certainly a simple design error and
will be put rig ht, the second is just not suitable for
the UK market.

So what do we look for in a power supply? First
ask to see INSIDE and note the fo llowing as a rough
guide. The capacitor value in MFD will be marked on
the side of the component somewhere and should
be around 1000 MFD for each amp of rated load current. It should also be of large size. A typical 3-amp
supply would have a 3300 M FD rated at 30 volts and
its size about 50mm long by 25mm dia. If it's smaller
than this it may not be man enough for the job if
used on continuous full load. Look for a large-size
heatsink for the regulator. A regulator may have to
get rid of about 40 watts of heat on full load and
assuming a safe maximum temperature for the
device, the heat sink will be large not a thin piece of
aluminium tucked up in one corner. The heatsink
should take up most of the surface available. The
above relates to power supplies designed for con. tinuous loads. For intermittent use the size (but not
the capacity or voltage) of the smoothing capacitor
and heat sinks may be considerably smaller. Expect
to pay more for a good power supply. A well-designed 3-amp power supply suitable for continuous
loads may be as high as £45 to £50 or more. If that
surprises you, take a look at the power supplies
advertised for amateur radio equipment, one in front
of the writer now is advertised at £64.
The important thing is that whatever you pay, you
should expect the published specification to be fully
met. If you want real quality CB, you must expect to
pay for it, cheap initial expen se may well be dearer
in the long term. There are good buys about but go
to a dealer who values his reputation and consider
his advice.
Finally, this month, we shall take a look at heat
sinks and their ratings. The heat sink is a very important part of any equipment that uses power devices
and has the job of removing the heat generated in
the device (transistor, etc.) and transferring it to the
surrounding air. Like all components, heat sinks
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have a specification and are, in fact, rated in "C per
watt. A typical rating might be 2.7"C/W. This simply
means that for every watt of power dissipated the
temperature will rise 2.7"C. Now this rise in temperature is the rise above ambient. For example, suppose we have a regulator IC working from a 30-volt
unregulated supply and providing 13.8 regulated
volt output at 3 amps (typical power supply specification). Now the difference between the input vol tage and the output voltage will appear across the
IC 30 - 13.8 vo lts = 16.2 volts. The current flowing is
3 amps. Using Ohms Law, we get watts = current x
voltage; Le., 16.2 x 3 = 48.6 watts. If we use a heat
sink which has a rating of 2.7 "C/ W, it will rise in temperature 2.7"C for each watt, which gives us a final
temperature above ambient of 2.7 x 48.6 =
131.22"C. Add the ambient temperature (normally
·taken as 20"C) and we get a final working temperature of 151.22"C! No wonder some of the cheap
power supplies run hot. Take a look at Fig. 3 and
compare the size of the 2.7 "C/W heat sink with the
one fitted in your power supply.

A piece of aluminium of 16 gauge measu ri ng 110
xII Omm. will have a rating of approximately 5"C/ W.
In our example above, this would give a final temperature above ambient of 5 x 48.6 = 243"C, yet many
of the CB power supplies have a smaller heat sink
fitted!
Not mentioned so far is the maximum temperature
ratin'g of the regulator device used. Semiconductors
can only work up to a maximum temperature of
around 200"C and at this temperature their power
dissipating MUST be zero. Power rating for semiconductors are given for a device case temperature
of 25 "C and they must be derated at temperatures
above this. Taking a typical power transistor used in
power supplies, the 2 N3055, this has a power dissipation rating of 115 watts at a case temperature of
25"C. Now coming back to our example above, if we
are dissipating 48.6 watts in the device, the 2N3055
must be derated to around 125"C maxi mum case
temperature, INCLUDING ambient. Now on a hot
summer's day the ambient temperature can reach
30"C or more. So, taking 30"C as a maximum figure,
we deduct this from the maxi mum working temperature of the device; 125 - 30 leaves us 95"C maximum permissible temp'e rature rise of the actual
~'lse._. ~ow we know that the dissipation is 48.6
watts. The maxi mum temperature is 95"C; 95 + 48.6
= 1.955. Therefore, we need a heat sink which is

rated at less than 1.95"C/ W. Take a look again at
Fig. 3, only heat sinks No.2 and 4 are suitable (remember the lower the "C/W figure the better the heat
sink) and this is only for a 3-amp power supply! True,
it would be, for continuous service at maximum current but the argument does show how some of the
power supplies on the market cannot possibly meet
their published specifications. How does the size of
the heat sink fitted in your power supply compare?
Coming back now to the No.2 power supply under
test, its heat sink measures only 120 x 50mm. and is
of 18-gauge aluminium. This gives a rating of around
12"C/W. On its full rated load of 5 amps, the unregulated supply voltage was 22 volts; 22 - 13.8 = 8.2
volts. The current flowing is 5 amps, so 5 x 8.2 = 41
watts; 41 watts x 12"C/ W = 492"CI PLUS AMBIENT
= 512"C final temperature. Case regarding possible
failure proved, the device would fail long before the
final temperature cou ld be reached!
Taking the other power supply, this had a heat
si nk measuring 165 x 70mm. and was 3mm. thick
alumini um giving a rating of around 4"C/W. On its
full load of 3 amps the unregulated supply voltage
was 21 volts; 21 - 13.8 = 7.2 volts across the regu lator at 3 amps which equals 21.6 watts; 21 .6 x 4 "C/ W
= 86.4"C rise above ambient. Even allowing for a hot
summer's day at 30"C this only gives a fina l working
temperature of 116.4"C. The power transistor is a
BD142 rated at 117 watts at 25"C and at a case
temperature of 116.4"C can dissipate up to 55
watts, so it is running well inside its maximum
rati ngs. As stated before, this particu lar power
supply would be excellent but for the design error
concerning its capacitor voltage and ripple current
rat in gs.
From all this it can be seen that a power supply is
not the simp le thing that most people think it is. It
calls for design expertise just as much as the most
complicated rig and that Is why, like everything else,
a good one costs more. By way of a final comment,
even if the No.2 power supply had been rated only
at 2 amps, the final working temperature would have
been 216" C, still far too high, so you can see how
important the heat sink is with regards to a reliable
product. All the figures given assume a completely
free flow of air across the heat sink. If it is tucked inside the power supply case without ventilation slots
the situation cou ld be far worse. Never cover any
ve ntil ation slots with books, etc. Always 'ensure the
maximum air flow around equipment, particularly if
mounted under or between shelves, etc.

Ratings in degrees C/watt
are for a 6in . length
in each case.
(4) 1.I "C/W

1.5"C/W
Rg. 3.

supplies suItable for continuous use Of maximum rating. These ore not often

Typical wellwdeslgned heatslnks of the type thot should be found In power

found In the cheaper CO power supplies, see text.
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Audioline 340
The Audloline 340 transceiver is
made tor Harry Moss International
Ltd. in Hong Kong and is one of the

smaller CS sets available at the moment. Harry Moss International imports
and manufactures a wide range of Incar entertainment equipment and has

a good reputation for quality products.
Whilst the 340 has obvious links with
other makes, it Is good to know that
there Is somewhere to take it to
should It go wrong.

Construction

used for the transmitter test was:

This set Is not as large as most sets
wh ich makes it very easy to mount in
cars with very little space. The case of

ators
Marconi TF 42F distortion meter
Marconi TF 340 audio power meter

the rig is of standard two-piece (top
and bottom) construction, fin ished in
fine grain black crackle stove enamel ,
which has a very high resista nce to
scratching and chipping. The front
panel is mad e of chromium-plated
moulding with brushed chrome escutcheon. Being one of the low-priced
sets, it has limited controls which consist of an on-off volume control, a

squelch control, a pushbutton 10dS
switch (marked power 4 watts, 0.4
watts) and a high-low tone pushbutton
switch for varying the tone of the receiver audio, Also on th e front panel ,

highlighted by a black plasti c escutcheon , are the power/ signal strength
meter, a seven -segment red channel
indicator and a large c hrome channel
change knob and a red TX Indicator.

The only other facility not often found

Microphone
The microphone is of the wellknown coffin style as supplied with
the majority of mobile rigs. It co nnects
to the rig with a four-pin screw ring
lockable plug.

on lower price range rigs is the extension speaker socket located on the
rear panel nAxt to the power socket.

Racal 90St and 90S2 signal gener-

Racal 99t 6 frequency meter
Racal 9tOt and Bird 43 power
meters

Racal 9009 modulation meter
Levell TG 1500 audio gen erator
Solartron AS 1412 power supply.
Power output
This test is done to ensure the
power output of the set remains us-

able over the full voltage range that a
set will encounter while in mobile or
home use, These tests are done at
minimum, normal and ma ximum volt-

age In the low and high power position,
Power
Atten,
High
Low

Output and AttenlHlUon
10,ty
13,1h
14.5'1
2.3W
3.3W
4 OW
Zero
O. 17W
O.32W

The results of this test reflected the
results of most of the sets we have

Transmitter tests
As usual, the standard equipment

tested and the only comment is that if
the low power was set to exactly t OdS
at t 4.5 volts the res~lt at 10.S volts
may have been better.
Frequency

This test is done to check the frequency stability of the rig with
changes of temperature. The tests are

done at 4S' F and then repealed at
6S' F.
Temperature stability

Temp.
48· F
68- F
Should be

CHI
27.60152
27.60147
27.60125

01 ..

27 .99153
27.99148
27.99125

Over the te mperature ranges that

the set was tested the set drifted a
maximum of 280 cycles in frequency.

This Is not a bad result and would not
be noticeable under normal use.
Modulation
The modulation tests are to check
the ability of the modu lation circ uit to
give a good modulation level over a
range of different input lev e ls and frequencies.
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Modulati on

....,
,"put

O.SmV
1.0mV
2.0mV
SOmV
200mV

Input Fn:qucncy

500",

0.31 KHz
O.6SK Hz
1.21 KH z
2.oo KHz
2.20KHz

lHI5Hl
0.49KHz
1.10KHz
1.49KHz
1.54 KHz
1.5SKHz

eOOHl
0.21 KHz
0.30KHz
O.S2 KHz
O.63KHz
0.64KHz

We can see from this table that the
modulation circuit in the set Is very
biased towards the bass frequencies
and unless the microphone has a tail·
ored response to compensate for this
to the station receiving the modulation it will sound very bassy and
woolly.

Receiver tests
Audio output

This test is done to check the
speech quality given out of the rig's
receive audio stage, To do this test,
we feed into the antenna socket a carrier modulated by a 1,ODD-cycle. tone,
using a Racal 9002 RF synthesized
signal generator.
Measured DI.tortion
3.4% distortion
10% distortion
18% distortion

1.50 watts
2.10 watts
2.49 walls

The results we got were of average
values except at maximum setting
where the reading was slightly better
than average.
Squelch level
The threshold of the squelch was
found to be .28 microvolts, which is
slightly higher than some sets tested
and fully muted was 260 microvolts.
When the rig was fitted in a mobile
installation, no problem was found in
the operation of the squelch.
Receive r sensitivity
This test is done to check the sensitivity (the ability of the rig to pull in
weak stations) of the receiver.

SPECIFICATION :
~

Frequency Control

.. . . .. Phase locked l oop (Pll)
Synthesized Circuit.
.CH 1·4027.60125 to 27.99125 MHz
. ... PIU9·in Dynamic Type, 600 ohm.
. ....... . .. 13.2V DC Nominal (Positive or
Negative ground!.
. ..... . ... 19 TransistolS.
18 Diode~.
51!C's.
. . . .. . .8 ohm
· .1 40mm(W) :IC 40mm(H) ~ 205mm/D)

Frequency Coverage.
Microphone ... . .
Operation Voltage ..
Semiconductors ....
Spe~ker

Impedance .

Size
TRANSMlTTER :
RF Output . .. .
Modulation
Emi ssion Type .
Frequency Tolerance.
Ou tput Impedance.
RECEIVER :
Sensitivity for 20 dB S! N .
Selectivity .
Intermediate Frequency.

• • • •••• . .

. .4W (HI) OAW (LOW)

· .FM
. . .... . F3

. .. . .t o.OO2% Nominal
· .50 ohm. Unbalanced

"

', ' "

IF and Image Rejection
Audio Output (Nominal)

. . . ...... .. 0.7.uV Nominal
. .. . . .6 dB at 6 KH z. 60 dB at 10 KHz
.Double Conversion ;
h t 10.695 MHz
2nd 455 KHz
. .. . . . .. 70dB Nom inal
. . ... ... .. 1.SWat 100T.H.D.

WARNING :
Before installation of your transceiver ensure that the inuructions are read carefully. as operation of the uni t in the
transmit mode without a suitable aerial may result in damage to internal electronic components.

knlltJvlty
1OdB quisling
20dB quieting
30dB Quieting

O.21uV
O.69uV
2.31uV

From the figures in the table, we can
see that the results are about average
of the sets we have tested and, therefore, will give a fair reception of weak
signals.
AM rejection
The AM rejection on this set was
found to be 37dB, which is an average
result of all the rigs tested so far.
Adjacent channel rejection
The adjacent channel rejection was
measured at 176 microvolts for 3d8
degradation. This is an average result
compared to all the sets we have
tested.

Summary
The results of most of the tests were
average. The front panel and presentation of the set makes this set look
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Du-cription:
Licencing Conditions:
The 340 is an all transinor 2·way radio transceive,
The mOdel 340 is designed 10 operate under Home Office
suitable lor mobile operation. A frequency synthesizer
rules and regulations. Operation of this unit is not per·
circuit provides 40 c.ystal controlled Pll lIansm it and
mined until you have Obtained the neceual)' licence to
receive channels in the 27 MHz band, engineered for
aHow use on the permined 27 MHz C.B. fr equencies.
t.ouble free performance.
Current dra in on 12 VOl ts D.C. is e:ICceptionaUy low and
operation over long periods is feasible even with your
engine turned off.
r---------------------~
Rleeive' ;
The receiver is a sensitive and highly selective dual·
convel"$ion superheterodyne ty pe. providing crvstal
controlled Pll operation on al1 40 C.B. channels. The
circuit inCOlporates a number of feat ures designed to
provide op timum reception . A ceramic ,jlte. provides
sha,p selectivity and high adjacent channel rejection. As a
result. transmissions on adjacent channels cause min,mum
interference.
A variable squelch control is incorporated to silence the
receiver when no signals are received.
Transmitter:
The transmiuer offers Cl)'stal·controlled operation on all
40 C.B. channels. 4 wan 01 R.F. power is available which
is the legal limit o f power tor the Cit,zens Sand Se.vice.

very attractive and for the price is a
very good buy. Its size is a great
advantage for people without very
much room in their cars to mount a
s~t.

-:4;:
' ,'
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A new report from the Mobile Radio Committee
Parliamentary activity relating to CB has been
fairly quiet this month, with the exception of one
very pertinent question and its associated answer
con.cerning the very important subject of frequency
allocation for private mobile radio - a subject which
has caused much concern amongst members of the
British communications industry for some considerable time.

Complaints
Mr. Freud asked the Secretary of State for the
Home Department (1) how many complaints about
interference from illegal citizens' band radio have
been received in the area covered by the Isle of Ely
constituency; (2) how many summonses have been
taken out against the users of allegedly illegal citizens' band radios in the area covered by the Isle of
Ely constituency.
Mr. Raison: Separate figures are not available for
the Isle of Ely. Figures for the Cambridge telephone
area, which includes the Isle of Ely, are:

Complaints
1981
1 January-25 May, 1982

573
330

Summonses

6
7

Advisory Committee on Radio Interference
Sir 'atrlck Wan asked the Secretary of State for the
Home Department when his advisory committee on
radio interference last met; and when it is intended
to meet again .
Mr. Raison: The committee last met on 10 September, 1981 to consider draft regulations on the control of interference from citizens' band radio apparatus. It completed its consideration of the regulations
at that meeting and there are no plans to hold a further meeting.

A full reply
Dr. Edmund Marshan asked the Secretary of State
for the Home Department when a full reply will be
sent to the letter dated 8 March from the han. Member for Goole to the Minister of State, the right han.
Member for Aylesbury (Mr. Raison) about a complaint concerning the use of citizens' band radio.
Mr. Raison: After receiving a report from the radio
interference service of British Telecom I have today
written to the han. Member.

54

Land mobile services
(frequency requirements)
Mr. Wheeler asked the Secretary of State for the
Home Department if he will make a statement about
the report of the mobile radio committee on the frequency requirements of the land mobile services.
Mr. Whitelaw: The report of the mobile radio committee is being published tomorrow and copies will
be placed in the Library of the House.
The committee recommended that additional dual
frequency channels should be provided for the land
mobile services as soon as possible to relieve the
present congestion; and work on this is in hand. As
to provision for growth of the land mobile services, a
detailed inter-departmental study of the whole
of the range 30-960MHz, which was initiated some
time ago, has disclosed no means by which this
need can be met within the existing framework of
allocation of frequencies unless, as the committee
hoped, TV bands I and III are made available for the
land mobile services when the 405-line services
occupying these bands have been closed down.
These bands remain internationally allocated to
broadcasting on a primary basis, and, even if it were
decided to re-allocate all or part of them for land
mobile ra_d.io. in the United Kingdom, it would be
some time before they could be brought into such
use. The band 854-960MHz should in due course
yield a significant amount of spectrum for civil land
mobile use but it is in general less attractive ior land
mobile services under existing technology.
The Government are anxious to ensure that every
effort is made to meet the requirements of the land
mobile services and I therefore propose to set up an
independent review of the spectrum from 30960MHz. The task of the review will be to examine
the existing pattern of occupancy in this range and
against this background to examine the present and
future requirements for spectrum, including those
identified by the mobile radio committee and the
scope for meeting them. The opportunity will also be
taken to review the existing arrangements for consultation with interests outside Government about
the use of the frequency spectrum and for the
assignment of frequencies, with a view to ensuring
that there is public confidence in the system. I am
pleased to be able to announce that Dr. J. H. H.
Merriman, C.B., O.B.E., F.Eng., has agreed to chair
the review; I propose to appoint some additional
members whose names I will announce as ' soon as
possible.
The review will be asked to report by June next. In
view of the urgency of the situat ion I shall ask for an
interim report from the review team by September of
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this year as to the future use of bands I and III,
laking account, not only of the need to provide for
expansion of the land mobile services but also for
various possibilities for the continued use of these
bands for broadcasting. The terms of reference of
the review will be as follows:
1. To help Ministers to formulate a view on the
long-term problems foreseen in the radio frequency
spectrum between 30 and 960MHz and specifically
to assist in taking a decision on the future use of TV
bands I and III when the present 405-line TV services are withdrawn; there is to be an independent
review of the radio frequency spectrum in this
range. The review is to:
(a) examine the present pattern of spectrum
occupancy in this range taking into account:
(i) the international commitments and constraints arising from the international radio
regulations and from membership of the
United Kingdom of such bodies as NATO,
ICAO, IMCO, etc.; and
(ii) the desirability of aligning spectrum usage
as far as possible with that of neighbouring
Administrations;
(b) investigate the likely continuation of the upsurge in additional requirements for accommodation in this part of the spectrum and con sider how they might be satisfied within the
available spectrum and by innovative technological developments;
(c) identify and quantify those requirements that
cannot be accommodated by these means
and examine what scope there is for meeting
them in some other way;
(d) make recommendations for consideration by
Ministers as to changes that may be required
to meet the situation and specifically in respect of the future use of TV bands I and III;
(e) consider the adequacy of the existing machinery:
(iJ for consultation regarding the use of the
frequency spectrum; and
(ii) for the assignment of frequencies,
and to recommend any changes that might be
made in the interest of public confidence in the
system.
2. The review is to cover the time scale up to the
end of the century and any foreseen improvements
in technology are to be taken into account. The
economic resource and operational consequences '
of any recommended changes in spectrum occupancy are also to be considered ; and any cases of
inefficient use of the spectrum - having regard to
the operational characteristics and other constraints on the users - are to be brought to light,
together with any recommendations for improvement.
3. The review body is to submit its final report by 1
June, 1983 and an interim report as to the future
use of bands I and III by 1 September, 1982 at the
latest.
In the meantime, the Government are anxious to
facilitate an early and substantial expansion of
radio-telephone services. The demand for these services is so great and the time required to design,
develop and install these new and very complex
high-capacity systems is so long that we feel that
they should be given priority, provided that this can
be done without prejudice to the interests of other
mobile radio users. The re-planning of the 854960MHz band is not yet complete and access to it
for civil purposes will have to develop over a period
of some years but I am provisionally allocating
CI Radio August

all

30MHz of spectrum in that band to radio-telephone
services on the understanding that a final decision
in this matter will be taken as soon as I have the
advice of the review team as to the future use of
bands I and III. My right hon. Friend the Secretary of
State for Industry will be making a separate statement about the Government's intentions concerning
the future of radio-telephone services under the British Telecommunications Act.
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DO YOU QSL? Our OSL rubber stamps 'are a must for

all OX and QSl'ers, personal designs for clubs, etc.
Send S.A.E. lo: M & M Rubber Stamps, 10 relearns
Rd., Newquay, Cornwall. TA7 2NO or phone
(06373) 3559.
COIM 141 £:135. All popular 120ch 558 rigs from
£:115 to £:135. Sae for Iisl,8 Baker Square , Sunderland SAS 4HD. (No callers).
_00 ' I(' bleeps and Bride personalised bleeps.
Transmit a 'K' or your inftlardigltally aher each
. transmlsslon. C.MOS microchip circuitry on printed
ci rculi board. Approx. Pllin. square. Fits easily In:
side any rig. Full wiring Instructions supplied. Type
1: Swltchable to off - K - or single bleep. Type 2:
Swllc;l1@.~. to off - your Inil ial or a s[rutle .b.lae.o...tJ:
Q-Y excepted). State type or Initial required.
£10.50 Inclusive. Cheques or PO's to Brldo Elec, lronlCS,9 Neville Drive, Coalville, lelcs. l66 30X.
AT LAST a loll antenna that really gets out. The Pyramid 11 M Is specially designed to be Installed in
the average loft. Send £5 only, yes £5, for prompt
despatch to D. Knox, 20 Pullan Avenue, Eccleshill,
Bradford BD2 3RT.
MOTORCYClISTS ~ Headsets, Intercoms, weatherproof radio bags, 6-12v Inverte rs, antennas - all the
gear for the two-wheel CB'er. Sae for details. Totton CB Cent re, 18 Station Road, Southampton.
(0703) 8850B8.
KASOHAU5(O QSL'" 1,000 £12.50. Handle cards,
1,000 £7.90. OX logs. (Sae samples). M. Hope, 89
Derwent Street, Consell DH8 8lT.

GET MOtu:

CB Channels and Range! Dlgllal
frequency expanders, speech processors, Interference l1iters, AM/FM converters, Ignition noise
blankers, VOX, DIY KC sliders, repairs, plans and
modifications. All from the experienced American
professionals who brought ygu The "Screwdrivers
Expert's Gulde ~ and The Pl l Data Book! Airmail
catalogue £ 1. CB City International, POB 31500,
Phoenix. AZ .85046, USA.

Sopor Jull Colour l'/ObIn ....,.
YOIWOwn _ _ 1rI

• RID • auE • or • -.ACK •
ONLY £1 .00 EocII · pm "'"
"om ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS

87 , Kenmoor Way , Chapel PIIrk,
Newe ••tle upon Tyne. NE5 1 UB.
HOISY SIqNAt.S1 Try one of our CB Noise l lmllers
and get rid of the headache-making hash. Reduces
background noise, mike keying. noise burst. The
unit plugs Into extension speaker socket and has
facilities lor either headphones or extension
speaker. Only £28.50 Including pap. Send cheque
or poslal order to Aim Audio Services, 31 Topcliffe
Mews, Wide lane, Morley, Yorkshire.

56

JOHN &MAllk'S burgers. Come and eyeball us on th(:l
longford Roundabout (Colnbrook by Pass). We're
there every night of the week excluding Mondays,
from 9pm until late, for tasty burgers, chips &
refreshments.
AMADtfG UECT1WNIC plans, Tasers, super-powered.
burning, cutting, rifle, pistol, light shows, ultrasonic
force fields, pocket defence weaponry, giant Tesla,
satellite TV, pyrotechnics, many more, calalogue
95p. Plancentre, 16 Mill Grove, Bllbrook, Wolverha!!lpton WIle l JH.
HOtSY HISS? Fit our Hash Klllerm ~mlnu l es. Send
C2.99 today. Gulldford C B, 34 Aldershot Road,
GUlldlord .
CI AUGUST Sale. Unlace 100 - £39.50 (Recommended retail £99.95). Unlace 200 - £65 (Recommended retail £119.95) plus £3.50 p&p Ins. These
quality rigs carry the full Uniden one-year guaran·
tee. We are the South's largest distributor. Access/
Visa. Telecall lid., 52 Victoria Road North, Southsea, Hants. P<!rtsmouth 829306.

!tAYMAC DISPLAY for pvc club cards, club stickers,
printed patch badges, pvc club card wallets, T·
shirts, club eyeball badges prlnted to order. Plus
slogan badges and stickers. RJlVmac Display, NatIonal Works, Bath Road, Hounsiow. 01-570 9 1 16.
CI RIGS £29 1 Variety of 40-channel FM rigs from
£29 direct to the public. limited stocks only. Telephone (0277) 225404 after 4.00pm.
CI, HOME entertainment catalogue 70p. Dave
Foreman, 31 Wailing Street, Bexleyheath, Kent
DA6 7QJ. (Mall order only).
WrN; iLtY -mrc"B~pec l al offers. Commtron Niio

CXX £110.40. York JCB861 £57 .49. York JCB863
C75.71 . Harvard 420M £75.90. Elf tone El-CB 6000
C45.00. Harvard 410T handheld rig £56.95. Whiplash twig £7.50. 5-amp power supply £11.93. K40
antenna C24.95. lOW PA horns £3.65. 25W lineal
amplifier £18. 13. DV 27 from £4.39, plus many
more. Tlnsmann CB, 3.9 Wembley Commercial
Centre, East lane, Wembley. 01-904 3507.
TUSHIRTS ANO SWEATSHIRTS printed with your c lub's
logo, Special CB'ers package deal. Contact Sue
Clayton at Prlntemps ltd., (Freepost), london NW2
1YB. 01-450 9588/9.
C8 S'ARlS cfieapl TA7205P I/C £1 .59, 5 C7 .59;
2$C2092 FM/ AM/SSB RF·PA, replaces most PA
types £1.49, 10 £13.59 + 50p post. Sae IIsls + free
CB faultlinder. Dept. CR, RW CommunrcaUons, 245
Stourbrldge Road, Halesowen, W. Midlands B83
3QU. (021 550) 9324 or (021 47 1) 1764. Mall order
only.
ONE OF the longest establJshed and most
respected OX groups, The Transworld Club (X-Ray),
is now under new control. New members welcome.
OSl cards, rubber stamps, use 01 PO Box available.
Transworld Club (Jim), PO Box 8, SI. Ives, Cambs.
PE174JF.
badges. CB stamped out, breaker and rl g
embossed onto it. Chromed finish, red or yellow
backplates (FM and AM) £2.99 each. Steve Hardin
Enterprises, Unit II , St. Georges Road Industrial
Estate, Donnlngton, Telford.

C8 CAR

AUTOMAnc AHTlHHA swItch - as in June Issue Over
The Counter thIs magaz ine. Fully automatic RF
switching use high gain receive antenna and legal
transmit antenna £9.95 + 50p p&p. B G Electronics,
Freepost, Durham Dl4 2BR. Trade enquiries welcome.
10-1 CO'IES1 Are you having problems being heard?
Are you being bled over? Solve these problems.
Boost your talk power with the SP20 Speech Processor. No batteries needed, works from 12V
supply. Only £29.50 Includ ing p&p. Send cheque or
postal order to Aim Audio Services, 31 Topcllfle
Mews, Wide lane, Morley, Yorkshire. Please state
type 01 rig.
C8 AADIO TV repairs, spares. more power on FM,
Roger Bleeps fllted. Colour TV's from £60. STV, 4
Wells Park R,JI" SydeQha!!'1. SEg,e. Tel4.9 114;}5
CI HOME entertainment catalogue 1Op. Dave
Foreman, 31 WaU lng Street, Bexleyheath, Kent
DA6 7QJ. (Mall order only).

Get 200 channels in 5 KHz steps.
direct key board entry. scanning.
memory. split Tf R. etc.

- AVOID RIPOFFS ORDER DIRECT & SAVE!
Send £1 or$2 cash for Airmail Catalogue
describing full details and many other
unusual CB specialty items.

C.B. CITY INTERNATIONAL
P.O. Box 31500 Phoen ix AZ 85046 U.S.A.
THE 5se ENGINEERING HANDBOOK covers 39 dllferent phase -loc ked loop Integrated clrcull s with
full pin-out data on each, including the very latest
PlL IC's just now appearing on the CB Icene.
There's an amateur radio modllicaUon secllon and
a comprehensive section dealing wIth AM to FM
conversIons. No CB workshop or experimenter's
shack Is complete without this handbook. Grab
your copy now, before Buzby bans 111 £12 Including postage. THE CB MODIFICATION HANDBOOK Is
c'rammed with previously unpublished Information
~the world's mosl common CB radios. Everything
" from 'a few extra channels'to l ull-house p irate conversions covering hundreds of channels. Information Includes slides. broadband tuning 5KHz steps,
increasing power, etc. An absOfute mUinor Ihe
serious plrste gr OX'er. £8 Including postage. THE
LINEAR AMPLIFIER HANDBOOK has 13 com plete
sets 01 transistor amplifier plans. HF, VHF and UHF
from 15 walts to 1,000 watts. Complete parts lists,
circuit descriptions, component layouts and fullscale printed circuit negatives. Build your own linear and save a bundle. £.8 Including postage. (ThIs
is not a rlp·off ... we guarantee delivery. We've
been at the same address sInce 1969 and we're
not planning any sudden trips to South America
with your money). Make payment by cash or Bank
Draft only (Personal c heques take four weeks to
clear). If sending cash, use registered mall lor your
own prot epllon. South Pacific Radio, PO Box 500,
Fortitude V&jIQY, Queensland, Australia 4006.
THE 1911 CB Show and Raymac. You may have seen
how popular our range of pin-on badges and
stickers were. In fact, we SOld out of many Items
befora the end of the Show. These products are
available at trade prices to anyone who wishes to
make extra money by selling around the c lubs or to
clubs wishing to build up funds. Our £40 (trade)
popular selection pack wlll return you at least £30
profit. Send cheque, cash or Pos tal Order to Raymac Club Supplies, National Works, Bath Road,
Hounslow, Mlddx. or ring 01-570 9116 for further
details.

PV..5nC MOULDING' Capacity avaTISblet030zs. shot
short·run or fully automatic. Condor Supplies lid.
69-70 Sth. Harrow Viaduct, Sth. Harrow, Mlddx.
HA20RU
fMi R01DEREO ClOTH IADGES made to order. Suitable
for any sport or activity. 3~in diameter. Black backQlound. CB club, darls team, league, etc. (around
the perimeter). CB handle, player's name, etc. (In
the ce ntre). Top quality. Washable. No minimum
quantlly. Send Cl .50 per badge. Plastic pin-on eyeball badges with handle 85p. Binders Badges, 3
Abbey Passage, Spalding PE11 1DO. Acce ss/
Barclaycard welcome. Enquiries (0775) 5834 or
send sae.

PLASTIC MEMBERSHIP
_~~C;;;.A.RDS
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INCLUDING DESIGN.
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Harvard 40ch
~

NOW £79.50
Binatone
Long Range 6
ONLY £49.95
Long Range 12
ONLY £59.95

11~;m~~~~~JI
~
Cherokee
HALFBREED 60"
ONLY £12.50
PLUS - TRI·WAYS,
Retractables, DV's,
Mini DV's and
many other types
from £6.95

£19.95
£13.50
£19.95

PLUS whole range of Field
Strength. Power, Modulation
and other Test Equipment.

IMISCELLANEOUS

Extension Speakers
from £4.95
PA 'Bull' Horns
£5.50
PL 259 Plugs
50p
RG58 Coax (per metre)
20p
RG8 Coa x (per metre)
55p
PLUS POWER
MICS and
BASE STATION
MICROPHONES and
hundreds of
accessories.

Slide
Mounts
for
your car
ONLY

£3.99

I

P&P Charges - Add :Min Order £30
P&P £3
Orders £30-£75
P&P £4
P&P£5
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